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The condition of most of the coins and medals in this catalogue is described by the use of conventional numismatic
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401 
Ancient British, Imported coinage, billon attributed to the
Leuci (LT 9044; ABC 79) and the Remi (LT 8124; ABC 82) and
Æ 17mm of the Remi inscribed Remos Atisios (LT 8054);
Cantii, potin (2, ABC 132 and 150); Iceni, Ecen silver unit
(ABC 1663); Durotriges, silver stater (ABC 2160) and quarter
staters (2, ABC 2211, one damaged); Trinovantes, Æ unit
attributed to Dubnovellaunos (ABC 2413 – “very rare”), Æ units
of Cunobelin (3, ABC 2963, 2969 (2)); and Armorican billon
stater, mainly fine to very fine  (14) £400-600

402  
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III (336-323 BC),
tetradrachms (3), early posthumous, of Sinope (Price 1255),
Tarsus (formerly Carrhae? Price 3798) and Sidon (cf. Price
3504 var. with ΣΙ in left field), fine to very fine; and early stater
of Aegina, fine  (4) £350-450

403 
Corinth, stater, c. 350 BC, Pegasus flying left, rev., head of
Athena left with symbol of Palladium behind, 8.43g (BMC 256),
toned, good very fine £200-250

404 
Pontic Kingdom, Mithradates VI (120-63 BC),
tetradrachm, year 212 (86/85 BC), head right, rev., stag graz-
ing; below IA (11th month), 17.00g (Rec. Gen. p. 18, 16, pl. suppl.
B, 12), soft striking, very fine £800-1,200

405  
Paphlagonia, Sinope, early drachms (3), 5th cent. BC (cf.
SNG BM 1360); together with fourth century drachms (4,
including SNG BM 1459, 1479 and a barbarous imitation),
hemidrachms (3) and quarter drachm, six of the seven drachms
with test cuts, otherwise fine to very fine; with drachms of
Amisus (2), one pitted, the other plated  (13) £300-500

SESSION ONE

Friday 2 December 2016, starting at 10.30 am

ANCIENT COINS

The John Casey Collection

The following 135 lots represent the bulk of the collection of John Casey formed over almost 50 years.

P.J. Casey (1935-2016) began his career as Assistant Librarian at the Institute of Bankers during which time he spent week-
ends helping on rescue excavations including those of the temple of Mithras in the City of London and the Bishop of
Winchester’s Palace in Southwark taking, at the time, four years evening classes obtaining a diploma from the Institute of
Archaeology.  Bored with his job as a librarian and aspiring to become a professional archaeologist he then obtained his
degree after a further three years study as a mature student at Cardiff University. He spent the rest of his career as Lecturer
in Archaeology at Durham University.

John Casey was never interested in collecting coins in their best style and condition but for the information that they pro-
vide.  During his time at Durham University he acquired the majority of his Roman and all of his Anglo-Saxon coins as a
teaching collection relevant to the course he gave to his students, mostly coins in poor condition in order to teach his stu-
dents how to identify such coins in the condition they are usually found in during excavations.

In his retirement he continued to collect Greek and eastern Roman provincial coins in poor condition and generally sold
unidentified, enjoying the challenge of trying to identify them as a past-time.

There are nevertheless a number of coins in good condition and some, particularly the pedigreed denarius of Carausius (lot
449) and the siliquae of Constantine III (lots 484 and 485) and Maximus (lot 486) are notable.

Hopefully many collectors will find something of interest here since the bulk of the money raised from the sale will go to
charities including the Royal Numismatic and British Numismatic Societies.

Simon Bendall.

Greek coins



406  
Paphlagonia, Sinope, drachm, 330-300 BC, head of nymph
left, rev., eagle on dolphin, 5.01g (SNG BM 1481), extremely
fine £200-250

407  
Pontus, Amisus, silver drachm of Hadrian, rev., Capricorn,
year 164 (AD 132/33); with bronzes of the Black Sea region
including Amisus (10, including issue of Caius Papirius Carbo,
SNG BM 1234), Chabacta (BM 1258), Sinope (9, including BM
1523 and issue of Caligula – BMC 55), Panticapaeum (2), uncer-
tain (BM 972);  and others (11); with a cleaned group of Æ
Aegis/Nike coins (20, some cut for metallurgical testing) and a
further group of Roman provincial coppers from the same
region (18, including Æ 28mm of Tranquillina from
Neocaesarea (Sear 3815); and Olbian Æ dolphins (2), some fine,
a few better   (75) £600-800

408  
Seleucid Kings, Demetrius III (95-88 BC), tetradrachm,
Damascus, rev., cult statue of Atargatis facing; year 221 or 224
(cf. BMC 1-4); with tetradrachms of Antiochus III and
Demetrius I,  fine to very fine   (3) £300-400

409 
Parthia, Sinatruces? (c. AD 116), drachms (2), bust left,
rev., archer (Sellwood Parthamaspates 81.1; Sunrise 449); and
drachms of Mithradates II, Phraates IV and Osroes II (S. 28,
52.16, 86), mainly very fine  (5) £150-200

410  
Greek silver (15), small denominations including siglos of
Lydia, Macedonian fifth tetradrachm of Philip II, Amphipolis
mint (Le Rider pl. 48, 12), late Lycian drachms (3), Miletus
diobol, etc., one pierced, fine to very fine, some better (15)

£400-500

411  
Egypt, Ptolemaic bronzes (10), 20-43mm; Roman period Æ
drachms (4) and smaller (3); with Indian, Kushan etc. coppers
(23), mainly fair to fine  (40) £150-200

412  
Miscellaneous Greek bronzes (98), including issues of
Macedon (15) and Athens (13), Æ 34mm of Rhodes, Æ 13mm of
Apameia (BMC 114, this extremely fine), Æ 22mm of
Mesembria (SNG BM 276), mainly Greek period but including
some autonomous issues of the Roman period, arranged on two
trays, poor to fine, some better   (98) £300-500

413  
Miscellaneous Greek bronzes (116), many different types
arranged on two trays, including Æ triple assaria of Chios (2),
Æ of Tigranes II etc., mainly poor to fine, some better   (116)

£300-500

Roman coins

414  
Roman Republic, quadrigatus, 6.46g, obv. pitting, very fine;
with miscellaneous Republic denarii (17) including Sextus
Pompey and legionary issues of Mark Antony (3), victoriati (3)
and quinarii (3), mainly fair to fine, a few damaged; with
Republican bronze issues (20), including “fleet coinage” light
series as of Mark Antony and Octavia (CRI 296; S. 1497), some
fine (44) £500-700

415 
Augustus (27 BC- AD 14), denarius, Rome, moneyer P.
Licinius Stolo, c. 17 BC, Augustus on horseback right, rev., hel-
met between two studded shields, 3.76g (RIC 344; BMC 76), EN
countermark below horse, flan crack, otherwise about
extremely fine and rare £1,500-2,000

416  
Augustus, denarius, Colonia Patricia, 19 BC, bare head right,
rev., shield between aquila and standard, 3.56g (RIC 85a; S.
1633 var.), about extremely fine £300-350

417 
Augustus (as Octavian), denarius, 38 BC (Cr. 534/3; CRI
37); quinarii of Augustus (2); and Republic denarii (7) includ-
ing legionary issue of Mark Antony, Leg V, some fine  (10)

£150-200

418  
Augustus, sestertius (1) and asses (8); Livia, dupondii (3);
Tiberius, asses (2); Agrippa, asses (4); Caligula, asses (5),
quadrans (1) and cast copy of sestertius; Germanicus,
dupondii (2) and as (1); Drusus, asses (2), some fine, a few
better   (30) £400-600

419 
Augustus and Divus Julius Caesar, dupondii (2), Lyon
(RPC 514, 515); Augustus and Agrippa, asses of Nemausus
(5) and Arausio? (RPC 522/4 (5) and 533), fair to fine  (8)

£150-200

420  
Divus Augustus, as, struck by Tiberius, radiate head left, rev.,
thunderbolt (RIC 83), dark patina, extremely fine

£200-300



421 
Claudius, denarius, rev., praetorian camp, pierced; with ses-
tertii (3), dupondius, asses (4), quadrans (2) and as of Antonia,
fair to fine, some damaged, some barbarous  (12) £150-200

422  
Nero (54-68), semis, rev., agonistic prize-table (RIC 241),
good very fine; with sestertii (4), asses (14) and semis (1), fair
to fine  (20) £300-500

423    
Galba (68-69), denarius, rev., Livia standing left (RIC 224),
about very fine; with sestertius and asses (2); Vespasian,
denarii (6), including  rev., busts of Titus and Domitian Caesars
(RIC 2; S. 2399), and asses (10); Titus, asses (3); with sester-
tius of Julia Titi struck by Domitian and as struck by Titus; et
infra (2), fair to fine, a few better  (27) £300-500

424  
Vitellius (69), dupondius, laureate head right, rev., PAX

AVGVSTI S C, Pax standing left, 15.47g (RIC 146; S. 2211), double
struck and with traces of overstriking and some corrosion on
reverse, very fine £250-350 

425  
Titus, as Caesar (69-79), dupondius, Antioch (or struck in
Rome for Antioch), 74, laureate head right, rev., PON MAX TR POT

P P COS V CENS, winged caduceus  between crossed cornuacopiae,
12.41g (RIC 763; RPC 1994), good very fine and rare £200-300

This is a mule, using the reverse of a coin of Vespasian (RPC 1982).

426  
Domitian (81-96), denarii (2, one good very fine), sestertius,
dupondii (3) and asses (9); Nerva, denarius and as, rev.,
Fortuna, mainly fair to fine, some better   (16) £300-400

427  
Trajan (98-117), Lycian drachm, denarii (2, one damaged),
sestertii (3), semis (2), quadrans (1) and anonymous quad-
rantes (2); Hadrian, denarii (8, some damaged), and sestertii
(2), rev., Clementia and Roma; and sestertius of Sabina, main-
ly fair to fine, sestertii of Hadrian better  (22) £250-350

428  
Hadrian (117-138), as, rev., Britannia seated, fair; with asses
of Trajan (4, including Trajan’s column), Hadrian (3), Sabina,
Aelius, Antoninus Pius (3), Marcus Aurelius, Faustina II (2) and
Commodus, some fine   (17) £150-200

429 
Antoninus Pius (138-161), as, rev., figure within shrine (RIC
1039), good very fine; with denarii (2) and sestertii (7);
Faustina I, sestertius; Marcus Aurelius, denarius and ses-
tertii (11), dupondius and as, mainly fair to fine, some better
(25) £400-500

430 
Antoninus Pius, as, rev., [BRITA]NNIA COS IIII S C, Britania seat-
ed on rocks, mourning, 12.65g (RIC 934; S. 4296), very fine to
extremely fine, dark patina, rare in this condition £200-300

John Casey built up a large group of these coins (see following lot)
which, due to their fabric and their find-spots, are often thought to
have been struck in Britain.

431  
Antoninus Pius, asses (38), all rev., Britannia seated, as pre-
vious lot (RIC 934), mainly fair to about fine (with weights
varying from 6.40g to 11.84g)  (38) £400-600

432  
Lucius Verus (161-169), denarius, sestertii (3) and
dupondius; Lucilla, sesertii (3); Commodus, sestertii (4);
Clodius Albinus, denarius and sestertius, mainly fine, some
better  (14) £400-500

433  
Septimius Severus (193-211), denarii (3) and sestertii (3);
Caracalla, antoninianus, denarii (4) and sestertius; Geta,
denarii (3) and dupondius; Severus Alexander, denarii (2),
sestertii (6), dupondii (2) and asses (2); Julia Mamaea, ses-
tertii (2), mainly fine to very fine   (30) £400-500

434  
Caracalla (198-217), as, 216, laureate bust right, rev., Jupiter
seated left, 10.08g (RIC 559b), brown patina, good very fine

£150-200

435    
Macrinus (217-218), denarius, rev, Providentia;
Diadumenian, denarius, rev., prince with standards;
Severus Alexander, denarius, rev., emperor sacrificing;
Maximinus I, denarius, rev., Victoria Germ, very fine to
extremely fine   (4) £200-300



436  
Severus Alexander (222-235), as, 227, laureate bust right,
rev., Mars advancing right, 10.68g (RIC 458), high relief bust,
about extremely fine, slight tooling £150-200

437 
Maximinus I (235-238), sestertii (3) and dupondius;
Maximus, Caesar, sestertii (2); Balbinus, sestertius, rev.,
Providentia (RIC 19); Pupienus, sestertius, rev., Liberalitas
scene with Pupienus, Balbinus and Gordian III Caesar (RIC 13);
Gordian III as Caesar sestertius, rev., priestly implements
(RIC 3), mainly fine to about very fine  (9) £400-500

438  
Gordian III (238-244), sestertii (8) and asses (3); Philip I,
sestertii (6), asses (2); Otacilia Severa, sestertii (2); Philip
II, sestertii (2), mainly fine, some better  (23) £300-400

439  
Gordian III (238-244), denarius and antoniniani (6);
Philip I, antoniniani (12); Philip II, antoniniani (2), very fine
to extremely fine   (21) £250-300

440   
Trajan Decius (249-251), double sestertius, radiate bust
right, rev., Victory advancing left, 31.94g (RIC 126), good fine

£200-300

441  
Trajan Decius, sestertii (2), rev., Dacia (RIC 112) and the two
Pannoniae (RIC 124); and semis (RIC 128); Herennia
Etruscilla, sestertius, rev., Pudicitia; Trebonian Gallus,
sestertius and as; Volusian, sestertius, rev., Felicitas;
Valerian I, sestertius and as; Gallienus, sestertii (2) and as,
mainly fine to very fine, the last plugged   (12) £200-300

442  
Antoniniani of Trajan Decius, Herennia Etruscilla,
Herennius Etruscus, Hostilian, Trebonian Gallus (2),
Volusian, Valerian I, Mariniana, Valerian II,
Saloninus and Gallienus (joint reign), rev., Virtus, very fine,
some better   (12) £250-300

443  
Gallic Empire (259-270): Postumus, antoniniani (9, RIC 54
(2), 58, 64, 67, 78, 303, 311, 330), double sestertii (3, cf. RIC 106,
123, 166) and dupondius (?), rev., Pax (cf. RIC 219); Laelian,
antoninianus (fair); Marius, antoninianus, rev., Felicitas (RIC
10); with antoniniani of Victorinus (5), Tetricus I (1) and
Tetricus II (1), fair to very fine   (22) £250-350

444  
Gallienus (253-268), denarius (1) and antoniniani (37);
Salonina, antoniniani (7); Quietus, antoninianus (RIC 9);
Claudius II, antoniniani (22), including Divus types (5);
Quintillus, antoniniani (3); Aurelian, denarii (4), antonini-
ani (10) and asses (3); Severina, denarii (3), antoniniani (4)
and asses (2), many fine, some better  (97) £300-500

445  
Claudius II (268-270), as, laureate bust right, rev., IOVI VIC-
TORI, Jupiter standing left with thunderbolt and sceptre, 9.43g
(RIC 124; S. 11394), almost very fine and very rare £300-400

446  
Tacitus (275-276), antoniniani (3, two extremely fine);
Florian, antoninianus; Probus, antoniniani (15); Carus,
antoniniani (4); Carinus, antoniniani (4); Numerian,
antoniniani (4); Diocletian, antoniniani (2); Maximian,
antoniniani (2), fine to very fine, some better  (35) £250-350

447  
Miscellaneous, denarii (15) and antoniniani (37), some dam-
aged, plated etc., fair to fine  (52) £150-200

448  
Antoniniani, base metal issues (180) of 3rd century AD,
including a number of barbarous radiates, mainly fine, some
better  (180) £300-500

449  
Carausius (286-293), denarius, attributed to London, 287,
laureate bust left wearing consular robes and holding sceptre,
rev., FELICITA AVG, galley left; in ex., RSR, 3.81g (RIC 560 var.;
Shiel 54, this piece; P.J. Casey, Carausius and Allectus: The
British Usurpers, pl. 2, 7, this piece), some pitting, very fine
and very rare £1,500-2,500

Ex W.C. Wells collection (purchased by Baldwin’s in 1949) and from
the A.H.F. (“Fred”) Baldwin collection, Glendining’s, 20-21 November
1969, lot 324 (£62).

450  
Carausius, barbarous style copper denarius, laureate bust
right, rev., crude inscription, woman milking cow right; in ex.,
RSR, 2.48g (cf. RIC 725 var.; P.J. Casey, Carausius and Allectus:
The British Usurpers, pl. 2, 10, this piece), fine and very rare

£300-500



451  
Carausius, antoninianus, London, radiate bust right, rev.,
ADVENTVS AVG, the emperor on horseback arriving in London,
small captive on ground below horse’s front hoof; in ex., ML,
4.41g (RIC 10; P.J. Casey, Carausius and Allectus: The British
Usurpers, pl. 4, 4, this piece), green patina, good very fine and
rare £300-400

452  
Carausius, antoninianus, Rouen, radiate and cuirassed bust
right, rev., TVTELA P, Tutela standing holding flower and cornu-
copia, 2.98g (RIC 693; P.J. Casey, Carausius and Allectus: The
British Usurpers, pl. 3, 4, this piece), good very fine and rare

£300-400

453  
Carausius, antoniniani (4) of London (3), Camulodunum and
with mint off flan rev., Pax (including military bust left, only
fair); another, London, rev., LEG … FL, lion right (cf. RIC 69);
antoniniani in the name of Maximian, London and another in
the name of Diocletian; Allectus, antoniniani (3), London,
rev., Pax (2) and Providentia; another, Camulodunum, rev.,
Providentia; and another, an obverse brockage; together with
quinarii of London (7, including one issue with the galley with-
out mast), fair to very fine, some quinarii corroded (20)

£500-700

The London mint antoninianus of Allectus with Providentia reverse is
illustrated in Casey’s Carausius and Allectus: British Usurpers, pl. 4, 11.

454 
‘Carausius II’, Æ nummus, struck over a Constantine I
reduced follis, bust right, with legend DOMNO C[ARAVSIVS CES?],
rev., warrior spearing fallen horseman, 1.35g (P.J. Casey,
Carausius and Allectus: British Usurpers, pl. 9, 4, this piece),
very fine and very rare £200-300

For Casey’s discussion on this issue see op. cit. chapter 13, pp. 163-167.
This type of coin was first published by Sutherland in “Carausius II,
Censeris and the Barbarous Fel Temp Reparatio Overstrikes”, NC 1945.

455     
Diocletian (284-305), argenteus, Rome, rev., four princes
before camp (RIC 32a; S. 12617), very fine; argenteus, Serdica
(RIC 1a; S. 12618), pierced, about very fine; Galerius as
Caesar, argenteus, Antioch (RIC 40b; S. 14275), pitted, good
fine  (3) £300-400

456  
Diocletian, folles of Trier, Aquileia, Heraclea, Nicomedia and
Alexandria (2); Æ quinarius of Rome (RIC V, 193), fine and
rare; and radiate of Alexandria, very fine; Maximian, folles of
Aquileia, Cyzicus and Alexandria and half follis of Alexandria;
Galerius, as Caesar, folles (4) and as Augustus, folles (3); and
folles of Maximinus II as Caesar and Licinius I, mainly
very fine and better  (21) £400-600

457 
Diocletian, London mint,  folles of Diocletian, Maximian,
Constantius I as Caesar, Galerius as Caesar, Severus II and
Constantine I as Caesar (RIC 6a, 6b, 14a, 15, 40, 72); reduced
folles of Maximinus II, Licinius I, Constantine I (4) and Crispus,
mainly very fine, some better    (13) £300-400

The first mentioned coin is illustrated in Casey’s Carausius and
Allectus: British Usurpers, pl. 9, 1.

458 
Diocletian, folles of Aquileia, Antioch, Alexandria and
Carthage; Maximian, folles of Trier, Aquileia (2), Ticinum;
Constantius II as Caesar, folles, Trier, Aquileia, Antioch;
Galerius, folles, Trier, Aquileia (3), Serdica, Carthage (2);
Severus II, follis, Alexandria, rev., Hercules; Maximinus II,
folles, Aquileia, Cyzicus, Alexandria (2), mainly very fine or
better  (23) £400-500

459 
Domitius Domitianus (296-298), follis, Alexandria, rev.,
Genius, 7.79g (RIC VI, 20; S 12980), rough surfaces, very fine

£250-350

460 
Romulus (son of Maxentius), follis, Ostia, rev., sepulchre
(RIC 34), very fine; and quarter follis, Rome (RIC 240), fine;
with other bronze issues of Galerius, Maximinus II, rev., Sole
Invicto type of Antioch (RIC VI, 142), Maxentius (5), Licinius I
(7), Licinius II (2), Constantine I, Crispus (2), Constantine II
Caesar (3), Julian II, Theodosius II (2), fine to very fine and
some better  (27) £300-500

461  
Contorniates (2), 4th cent., one in the name of Alexander the
Great, bust right with PE monogram, rev., Sol Invictus in facing
quadriga, 25.60g (Alfoldi 11), fine to very fine but plugged; the
other in the name of Nero, bust right, rev., plain, 17.07g (Alfoldi
229), scratched and flawed, fine   (2) £500-700

462       
Constantine I (307-337), siliqua, Constantinople, bust right
without legend, rev., Victory left (RIC 5; S. 15848), pierced, very
fine; Constantius II, heavy miliarensis, Thessalonica, rev.,
Virtus Exercitus (RIC 47; S. 17861), broken in two and repaired,
very fine; light miliarenses (2), Constantinople, rev., standards
(RIC 14; S. 17864), ex mount, fine, and Rome, rev., Virtus
Exercitus (RIC 38; S. 17882), pierced, good fine; and anonymous
fractional siliqua of Constantinople, c. 330, female head right,
rev., K, 0.85g (Bendall 4), fair to fine (5) £300-400



463 
Constantine I, follis, Arles, 313, struck to mark the opening of
the mint in Arles by staff from the recently closed mint of Ostia,
bust left with shield and spear, rev., Gallia receiving Moneta
who stands on a galley; in ex., QARL, 3.25g (RIC 30; S. 16031),
fine to very fine and very rare £150-200

464 
Constantine I, follis (as Caesar), Ticinum, rev., Hercules and
Nemean lion (RIC 87; S. 15535); with other Constantinian
bronzes (26) including small module issues, mainly very fine,
some better   (27) £250-350

465  
Licinius I and II (308-324), Æ follis, Antioch, busts face to
face holding trophy, rev., Jupiter and captives (RIC VII,
Heraclea, 50; S. 15386), fine and rare; another similar but from
mint of Cyzicus (RIC 13), pierced, tooled, fine; Licinius I, bil-
lon follis, Thessalonica, rev., X-shaped plan of camp surmount-
ed by Sol (RIC 68; S. 15364), good very fine; another similar
and issues of Constantine I, Crispus and Constantine II Caesar
(RIC 67 note, 68, 69, 71), fine to very fine; Constantine I,
base silver follis/argenteus, Trier, helmeted bust left, rev., two
Victories holding shield (RIC VII, 208A; S. 15859), flan crack,
good very fine; Helena, Æ folles (2), rev., star in wreath (RIC
Thessalonica 48; S. 16583), good fine; and similar issue of
Fausta; Crispus, Æ follis, an obverse brockage, about very
fine; Hanniballianus, Æ reduced follis (RIC 147; S. 16905),
fine   (13) £500-700

466    
Constantine II as Caesar, Æ 4, laureate bust right, rev.,
Constantine I seated – an issue for the vicennalia of
Constantine the Great, 1.21g (Alföldi pl. 1, 32; Vagi 3207), pit-
ted, fine to very fine, very rare; and Anonymous issue of
Alexandria, Æ 3, temp. Maximinus II Daza, bust of Serapis
right, rev., Nilus reclining left; ALE below, 1.77g (Alföldi pl. 4,
35; van Heesch, “The Last Civic Coinages and the Religious
Policy of Maximinus Daza, NC 1993, 6; Vagi 2959), fine and
rare  (2) £200-300

467 
Late Roman, folles and smaller of Constantine I (12),
Constantine II, Constans, Constantius II (4),
Magnentius (5), Constantius Gallus (4), Julian II,
Valentinian I, Valentinian II (2), Arcadius (5),
Honorius and Leo I (S. 21433), many very fine, some better
(38) £300-500

468  
Late Roman, Æ of Delmatius, Constantius II (2), Magnentius,
Vetranio (about fine), Julian II (5), Valentinian I, Flavius
Victor, Eugenius, Procopius, mainly fine or better  (14)

£250-350

469  
Late Roman, folles, centenionales and smaller, many of
Constantine I and others of later fourth century rulers, includ-
ing small module coins, many very fine, some better, some
scarce   (120) £1,000-1,500

470  
Late Roman, a large group of mainly Constantinian bronzes
(340), many varieties, including a Magnentius nummus struck
over an issue of Constantine I, a  Constantinian bronze struck
over an Urbs Roma  issue and a barbarous Fel Temp Reparatio
overstrike, many fine, some better   (340) £700-1,000

471  
Miscellaneous Roman bronze coins (440), mainly 4th cen-
tury, fair to fine  (440) £600-800

472
Miscellaneous Roman bronze coins (300), mainly 4th cen-
tury, fair to fine  (300) £300-500

473 
Miscellaneous Roman bronze coins (300), mainly 4th cen-
tury, fair to fine; and a 4th century forger’s clay mould (301)

£300-500

474 
Late Roman, a large group of small module Æ nummi (420),
4th to 5th centuries, many laid out in trays with identifications,
others in paper envelopes grouped according to types, mainly
fair to fine   (420) £700-1,000

A rare group of Festival of Isis bronzes of the 
4th century AD (all with inscription VOTA PVBLICA)

struck at Rome

475    
Constantine I, Æ 4, laureate bust right, rev., Anubis standing
left with sistrum and caduceus, 1.27g  (Alföldi pl. 1, 11; Vagi
3427), good fine and rare; another, also in name of
Constantine I, rev., Isis standing in galley with a second galley
in the background  - scene of the navigium Isidis, 1.68g (Alföldi
pl. 1, 15; Vagi -), about fine, extremely rare  (2) £300-400

476  
Julian II, Æ 2, diademed bust left holding Victory on globe
and shield, rev., Isis standing left holding branch and dish of
fruits, 4.42g  (Alföldi 69, pl. 2, 16; Vagi 3457; RIC VIII, 495),
pierced, fine and extremely rare £600-800



477    
Anonymous, Æ 3, radiate bust of Serapis right, rev., Isis in
chariot drawn by two mules left, 1.93g (Alföldi pl. 4, 38; Vagi
3371), pierced, flan crack, fine; another, bust of Isis right, rev.,
Anubis  standing left  holding sistrum and caduceus, 2.24g (cf.
Alföldi pl. 15, 51-52; Vagi 3397), pierced, flan crack, about very
fine, both rare (2) £250-350

478    
Anonymous, Æ 4, bust of Isis right, rev., Anubis holding
sistrum and caduceus, 1.27g  (Alföldi 255, pl. 8, 11; Vagi 3393),
very fine and rare; another, bust of Serapis right, rev.,
Harpocrates standing left holding caduceus, 1.08g (Alföldi pl.
14, 26; Vagi 3385), fine and rare (2)  £300-400

479 
Constantius II (337-361), light miliarensis, Lyon, 360-361,
rev., Virtus Exercitus type; in ex, LVG, 3.78g (RIC 208; S. 17881),
about extremely fine £600-800

480     
Constantius II, siliqua, Sirmium, rev., inscription in wreath
(RIC 66; S. 17937), extremely fine; other siliquae of Lyon (2, S.
17932 and 17948) and Constantinople (2, S. 17898 and 17901),
fine to good very fine  (5) £400-500

481     
Constans (337-350), siliqua of Sirmium, rev., three palms
(RIC 65; S. 18482), very fine; siliqua, Thessalonica (RIC 43; S.
18490), fine; siliqua, Cyzicus, bust right with no legend, rev.,
Victory (RIC – for similar type at Heraclea see RIC 12), pitted
and cracked, very fine   (3) £200-300

482  
Julian II as Caesar (355-360), siliquae (2), rev., star, mints
of Constantinople (S. 19043) and Antioch (S. 19045), good fine;
Valentinian I, light miliarensis, Rome (S. 19349), damaged,
fine; and siliqua, Trier (S. 19675), extremely fine   (4) £300-350

483  
Gratian (367-383), light miliarensis, Rome (S. 19955), pit-
ted, fine; with siliquae of Gratian, Valentinian II, Magnus
Maximus and Honorius (S. 19964, 20235, 20644, 20968), half
siliqua of Arcadius (pierced) and clipped siliquae (5) including
two of Eugenius, mainly very fine   (11) £350-400

484  
Constantine III (usurper, 407-411), siliqua, Lyon, rev.,
seated Roma, 1.27g (RIC 1529; Bastien 247; S. 21068), toned,
very fine and rare £300-400

485  
Constantine III, siliqua, similar type to previous coin but with
mint mark off flan, 1.55g, about extremely fine  £400-600

486  
Maximus (usurper, 410-411), siliqua, Barcelona, rev.,
Roma seated; in ex., SMBA, 1.34g (RIC 1601; S. 21081), about
very fine and very rare £1,000-1,500

487  
Roman coins used in jewellery: plated denarius of Hadrian
set in a gold mount with suspension loop; siliqua of Decentius,
with multiple holes and damaged; miliarensis of Theodosius II
with gilded obverse, with edge damage and plugged; bronze
centenionalis of Aelia Eudoxia, attached to a bronze disc,
pierced for attaching to a garment; and glass paste cameo of
Cupid and Psyche, 17mm x 14mm, damaged  (5) £150-250

488    
Vandals, pseudo-Imperial coinage, c. 440-490, siliquae (2)
and half siliqua in the name of Honorius (cf. MEC 1-5); with
anonymous small nummi (2, MEC 13-14), Carthage 21 nummi
(MEC 45-47), fair to very fine  (6) £200-300

489
Ostrogoths, in the name of Zeno, temp. Odovacar,
bronze follis of 40 nummi, bust of Zeno right, rev., Victory
advancing right flanked by S – C; XL below, 15.56g (RIC 3667;
MEC 92 var.), fine and extremely rare £400-600

490 
Ostrogoths, as of Vespasian countermarked with XLII as a
follis of 42 nummi (MEC 73 var.) and a similar coin of Domitian
(MEC 85); Municipal coinage of Rome, heavy series Invicta
Roma folles of 40 nummi (2, MEC 93-96); Athalaric,
decanummia (2, MEC 132 and 133); Theodahad, follis (MEC
141-143) and decanummium (MEC 144), fine or good fine   (8)

£300-500



Roman Provincial

491  
Spain, Emerita Augusta, Æ as of Augustus with P. Carisius
(Burgos 989), about very fine; other Spanish Æ (18); together
with various Roman Æ (9) with countermarks, poor to about
fine  (28) £150-200

492  
Phrygia, Hadrianopolis, Gordian III, Æ 34mm, bust
right, rev., Tyche standing left; magistrate Kaikinon (SNG von
Aulock 3612 var.), very fine; Philomenium, Severus
Alexander, Æ 34 mm, head right, rev., S P Q R within inscrip-
tion, 25.52g (BMC 23 var.), about very fine; Synnada,
Gordian III, Æ 32mm, rev., octastyle temple, fine; Cilicia,
Tarsus, Septimius Severus, Æ 35mm, rev., equestrian
scene (Lindgren 915), fair; Epiphanei, Septimius Severus
and Julia Domna, Æ 35mm (SNG Levante 1820), fine (5)

£300-400

493 
Arabia, Bostra, Septimius Severus with Julia Domna,
Æ 29mm, jugate busts right, rev., Tyche standing, flanked by
foreparts of centaurs within tetrastyle temple, 1.86g (SNG ANS
1202; Spijkerman 34-35), slightly cleaned, very fine and rare

£200-300

494  
Egypt, Alexandria, billon tetradrachms including Nero (7),
Galba (2), Hadrian, Aelius, the others mainly third century,
many fine, some better (one cut in half for metallurgical test-
ing)   (66) £300-500

495 
Roman Provincial, bronzes (128), arranged on two trays,
including Imperial and quasi-autonomous issues, mostly
unidentified, mainly fair to fine  (128) £500-700

496  
Roman Provincial, bronzes (128), arranged on two trays,
including Imperial and some quasi-autonomous issues, mostly
unidentified, mainly fair to fine, some better  (128) £500-700

497  
Roman Provincial, bronzes (113), arranged on two trays, all
Imperial issues, mostly unidentified, mainly fair to fine, some
better (113) £700-1,000

498 
Roman Provincial, bronzes (69), arranged on two trays,
including Imperial (especially issues of Antioch ad Orontem)
and quasi-autonomous issues, mostly unidentified; with Lycian
drachm of Trajan, Caesarean didrachm of Marcus Aurelius and
a small lead oval medallet of Minerva, mainly fair to fine  (72)

£300-500

Byzantine 

499  
Justin I (518-527), follis, Thessalonica (DO 23; S. 78), good
fine; together with other copper coins of Justin I (10) and
Anastasius I (10), fair to fine; together with a group of pen-
tanummia (34), Anastasius I to Justinian I, mainly fine  (55)

£300-400

500 
Justin I and Justinian (527), follis, Constantinople (S. 126);
with follis and pentanummium of Antioch (S. 129 and 133),
mainly fine  (3) £150-200

501  
Justinian I (527-565), Rome mint folles (3) and half follis (S.
292 (3) and 301), fine to very fine (two folles with tickets stat-
ing ex Longuet collection)  (4) £200-250

502  
Justinian I, Rome mint follis, 7.81g (MIB 214; S. 292), over-
struck on a Flavian as (rev., Victory type) which was then coun-
termarked by the Ostrogoths for 42 nummi, very fine and an
unusual double overstrike £150-200

On the obverse there are traces of a hand (of Victory) holding a wreath
over AVGVS… (the Flavian type) and on the reverse the Ostrogothic XLII

countermark appears to the right of the M.

503  
Justinian I, Carthage mint folles (2), years 13 and 14 and half
follis, year 13 (S. 261 (2) and 264), fine to very fine; and Carthage
siliqua (DO 280; S. 253), pitted, very fine  (4) £200-250

504  
Justinian I, Antioch mint folles (2, S. 214 and 218); with other
copper coins of Justinian I, Constantinople (2), Thessalonica
(S. 180), Carthage (16), Rome (5, S. 308, 309 (2) and 311 (2));
and uncertain mint small coppers (9), fair to fine, some better
(35) £250-300

505  
Justin II (565-58), coppers of Constantinople (4), Cyzicus
(1), Nicomedia (6), Antioch (6), Carthage (7), Thessalonica (1)
and Rome (3), fair to fine  (28) £150-200

506 
Tiberius II Constantine (578-582), Constantinople mint
follis, year 5 and 30 nummi (S. 430 and 432), good very fine
(2) £150-200

507  
Tiberius II Constantine, coppers of Constantinople (7),
Rome (2), Ravenna (1) and Antioch (1); Maurice Tiberius,
coppers of Contantinople (13), Thessalonica (4), Cyzicus (2),
Antioch (9), Alexandria (3), Carthage (6), Constantine in
Numidia (2), uncertain mint (6), fair to fine, some better  (56)

£200-300



508  
Maurice Tiberius (582-602), follis, Cherson, Maurice and
Constantina standing, rev., Theodosius standing, beside H (DO
33; S. 607), very fine £150-200

509  
Phocas (602-610), coppers of Constantinople (5), Antioch
(5), Carthage (8), Catania (2), Cyzicus (1); Heraclius, coppers
of Constantinople (4), Cyzicus (1), Nicomedia (2), Cyprus (1),
Thessalonica (4), Alexandria (3), fair to fine, some better  (36)

£200-300

510  
Revolt of the Heraclii (608-610), folles (2), Alexandretta,
facing busts of Heraclius and his father the exarch Heraclius,
rev., M; year 14 (DO 15-16; S. 722), one good fine, the other
good  (2) £200-300

511  
Heraclius (610-641), folles (2), Seleucia Isauriae, both year
7, officinae A and B (S. 844), about very fine; and follis, Isaura,
year 8, officina A (S. 848), weak obverse, good very fine  (3)

£250-350

512  
Heraclius, hexagram (DO 64; S. 798), fine; Constans II,
hexagram (DO 50; S. 991), very fine; Constantine IV, hexa-
gram (DO 26; S. 1172), double struck, very fine  (3) £300-400

513  
Constantine IV (668-685), follis, Constantinople (S. 1173),
very fine; half folles (3, cf. S. 1179, 1181, 1183); with follis of
Carthage (S. 1196) and half follis of Syracuse (cf. S. 1212?), fair
to very fine  (6) £200-250

514  
Justinian II, first reign (685-695), follis, Constantinople,
year 2, officina A (S. 1260), overstruck, good very fine; anoth-
er?, poor; half follis of Constantinople (S. 1262) and of Syracuse
(S. 1305), good fine; Leontius, half follis (S. 1335), fine;
Justinian II, second reign, folles (2, S. 1428), very fine  (7)

£250-300

515  
Tiberius III (698-705), follis (S. 1367), fair, half folles (2, S.
1368, 1369); Philippicus, follis (S. 1455); Anastasius II, fol-
lis (S. 1469); Leo III, folles (6, S. 1514 (5), 1515, 1516), fair to
fine; with later folles of Constantine V (6), Leo IV (3),
Constantine VI with Irene (DO 7; S. 1598), Nicephorus I
(2),  Leo V (4), Michael II (5) and Theophilus (7), fair to
fine, some better  (40) £400-600

516 
Justinian II, second reign (705-711), follis,
Constantinople, year 20, officina B (DO 11; MIB 42; S. 1426),
good very fine and rare £250-300

517  
Byzantine silver, comprising miliaresia of Constantine VI,
Leo V, Constantine VII and Romanus I (2), Basil II, Constantine
IX (2) and Michael VII and Maria (S. 1595, 1628, 1757 (2), 1810,
1834 (2) and 1874); two-third miliaresia of Constantine X and
Michal VII (S. 1851, 1876A), all damaged , many with pierc-
ings, fair to fine  (10) £200-300

518  
Irene (797-802), follis, officina A (DO 2; S. 1600), good very
fine and rare £400-600

519  
Michael III (842-867), follis, facing bust, rev., facing bust of
Basil I, 7.38g (DO 8; S. 1693), very fine and rare £200-300

520  
Byzantine folles, of Basil I (7 – also a half follis of uncertain
mint (S. 1722)), Leo VI with Alexander (S. 1730),
Constantine VII with Romanus I (8 including one of
Cherson mint), Constantine X (6), Romanus IV, and
anonymous issues (8), many fine, some better   (32) £300-400

521 
Nicephorus Basilacius (usurper, 1078), follis, facing bust
of Christ, rev., patriarchal cross with C-B and N-B in fields,
4.73g (DO 1; Hendy pl. 47, 4; S. 1890), about fine, rare

£200-300



Ex 522
522      
Isaac of Cyprus (1184-1191), tetarteron, secondary mint,
Christ standing, rev., the Virgin crowning Isaac (DO 8; Hendy -
; S. -), good very fine and very rare (illustrated); and billon
trachy, Nicosia? (Hendy  pl. 19, 6-7; S 1991), flan crack, fine   (2)

£600-800

523  
Theodore Mankaphas (1188-1189 and 1204-1205), usurper
in Philadelphia, billon trachy, standing and facing half-figure of
Christ, rev., Theodore standing facing, holding cruciform scep-
tre, 2.36g (S. -; Grierson 1127), weak obverse, very fine, rare

£150-200

524       
Byzantine, billon and copper coins of Alexius I (11), John II
(6), Manuel I (14), Andronicus I (4), Isaac II (3) and
Alexius III (5); together with late Palaeologan copper (35),
mainly Michael VIII; and religious medals (2); et infra (10),
mainly fine, some better (90) £300-500

525  
Empire of Nicaea, Theodore I (1208-1222), silver trachy,
Magnesia, Christ enthroned, rev., Theodore and St. Theodore,
4.07g (Hendy p. 30, 2-3; S. 2064), extremely fine; and another
similar, cracked in two and repaired, otherwise extremely fine
(2) £300-400

526    
Empire of Nicaea, Theodore I, billon trachea (5, one
pierced); John III, billon trachea (3) and tetartera (3);
Theodore II, billon trachea (5) and tetarteron; uncertain
tetartera (2, Hendy pl. 36, 7 and 10); Empire of
Thessalonica, Theodore, billon trachea (2); Manuel, small
module trachea (2),  mainly fair to fine, a few better  (23)

£200-250

527     
Latin rulers of Constantinople and Thessalonica
(1204-1261), billon trachea, Constantinople, three types
(Hendy pl. 25, 7-9; pl. 25, 11-12; pl. 26, 7-9), and billon trachea,
Thessalonica, three types (Hendy, pl. 28, 1-4, pl. 28, 5-8; pl. 28,
9-10), unusually well preserved examples, very fine  (6)

£200-250

Five are ex Yenimahalle hoard of 1967 (Hendy p. 401).

528  
John V and Anna of Savoy (1341-1347), basilikon, Christ
enthroned, rev., Anna and John standing facing, 1.13g (Coin
Hoards III, p. 93, 19, this piece; S. 2503), double struck, very
fine and rare £300-500

529 
Anonymous Palaeologan coinage, basilikon, Virgin
enthroned holding Christ Child, rev., Christ enthroned (S.
2585), very fine; Andronicus II and Michael IX, basilikon,
Christ enthroned, rev., two emperors holding labarum (S.
2402), very fine  (2) £150-200

530  
Manuel II (1391-1423), half stavraton (S. 2551), very fine;
and eighth stavraton (S. 2553), fine; John VIII (1423-1448),
stavraton (S. 2563), very fine  (3) £100-150

531  
Trebizond, 11-12th cent. folles (3, Gr. 1006, pierced, 1012 (2));
Empire of Trebizond, Andronicus I, Gidon, Æ trachy
(Bendall 10; S. 2598); with silver asper of Alexius II and small
copper of Alexius III, fair to very fine  (6) £200-300

---------------

532 
Arab-Byzantine, Æ cast fals, Panopolis or Antinoöpolis, two
facing busts with “cross” between, rev., Α – W and ΠΑΝ, 1.09g
(A. Goodwin, “The Egyptian Arab-Byzantine Coinage”, 2015,
type V), very fine; with minor Islamic Æ (3) and a bronze of
Baldwin II of Edessa, fair to fine  (5) £100-150

533  
Coin Cabinet: a late 18th century veneered collector’s cabinet,
the interior adapted and fitted with 14 pierced drawers but
retaining the original bottom drawer, with double doors and
brass carrying handles, 30cm high x 27mm wide x 27mm deep,
with defective lock and key £150-200

534  
Coin Cabinet: a pine cabinet with single door (lacking key)
and fitted with 18 numbered drawers, 42cm high x 34cm wide x
30cm deep, somewhat scuffed exterior £100-150

535 
Coin Cabinets (3), comprising a small mahogany collector’s
cabinet containing five drawers, 13cm high x 21cm wide x 17cm
deep, with lock and key; and two modern cabinets, the larger
with seven drawers, 14cm x 35cm x 27cm, the smaller with 8
drawers, 11cm x 21cm x 17cm   (3) £100-150

---------------



536 
Ancient British, Regni & Atrebates, Tincomarus (c. 25
BC – AD 10), gold stater, TINC on tablet, rev., warrior right on
horseback, 5.41g (ABC 1058; BMC 766; S. 75), obverse good
very fine, reverse off centre and weakly struck £500-700

Ex Bonhams, 28 March 2006, lot 23.

537  
Ancient British, Iceni, gold quarter stater, Irstead type, 0.74g
(ABC 1474), good very fine but edge chipped; together with sil-
ver unit of Cunobelin, Hercules, rev., Diana, 1.22g (ABC 2879),
edge nick, good very fine; and a modern copy of a silver unit of
Caratacus (copy of ABC 376), extremely fine   (3) £200-300

538  
Ancient British, Iceni, silver units (6) comprising Norfolk
Diadem, Norfolk God (2), Eyelash Crescents, Antedios and
uncertain type (ABC 1501, 1567 (2), 1588 and 1645; S. 432, 434
(2), 435, 441), mainly fine or better  (6) £150-200

539  
Ancient British, Iceni, silver units (14) comprising Norfolk
God type (3, ABC 1567), Anted (2, ABC 1645) and other types,
mainly Ecen (9), mainly fine to very fine  (14) £600-800

Ex Scole hoard (1982), Christie’s, 18 April, 1993.

540 
Ancient British, Iceni, silver units (14) comprising Norfolk
God type (4, ABC 1567), Anted (2, ABC 1645) and other types,
mainly Ecen (8), mainly fine to very fine  (14) £600-600

Ex Scole hoard (1982), Christie’s, 18 April, 1993.

541 
Ancient British or Gaulish, potin unit, four pellets in the
angles of a cross, rev., four pellets arranged around linear
design (representing an animal?), 5.63g, good very fine, appar-
ently unpublished £150-200

From an indeterminate find-spot in the UK, pre 1986.

542  
Gaul, Aulerci Cenomanes (Le Mans region), gold stater,
2nd-1st cent. BC, laureate head of Ogmius (?) right, rev., man-
headed horse right with rider above and warrior lying on
ground, 7.58g (DT 2143; de la Tour XXIII, 6823ff), sometime
cleaned, very fine/fine, rare £800-1,000

Ex Spink, 14 July 2000, lot 1504.

543 
Celtic gold so-called ring-money, in the form of a penan-
nular ring of twisted form with blunt tapering terminals, late
Bronze Age, 8.39g (cf. van Arsdell p. 61, 1-1; ABC p. 202),
extremely fine £1,000-1,500

544  
Celtic gold so-called ring-money, in the form of a plain
penannular ring with traces of bands in alternate metallic
colours, 11.20g (cf. van Arsdell p. 61, 1-3; ABC p. 202), very fine

£600-800

Ex Spink, private purchase, 16 August 2006.

545  
Celtic gold so-called ring-money, in the form of a plain
penannular ring with traces of bands in alternate metallic
colours, 4.48g (cf. van Arsdell p. 61, 1-3; ABC p. 202), very fine

£400-600

Ex Christie’s, 14 May 1991, lot 272 (‘found in the West country’).

Other Properties

ANCIENT COINS

Greek Coins



546 
Italy, Lucania, Thurium, distater, 350-300 BC, helmeted
head of Athena right, rev., bull butting right; ΕΥΦΆ above;
below, Α  Δ; thyrsos in exergual area, 15.99g (Noe J32; HN
Italy 1824), wear to high points of obverse, otherwise very fine
and toned; with Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar authen-
ticity certificate dated 30.06.1976 £400-600

547 
Italy, Bruttium, Croton, stater, 480-430 BC, tripod-lebes,
rev., eagle flying right in incuse depression, 7.89g (HN Italy
2108; SNG ANS 297), very fine; with Kommittén mot
Myntförfalskningar authenticity certificate dated 28.12.1976

£400-600

548  
Sicily, Gela, didrachm, 490-475 BC, horseman with javelin
riding right, rev., forepart of man-headed bull (river-god Gelas)
right, 8.24g (Jenkins 54; SNG ANS 9, same dies), somewhat
tooled, very fine; with Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar
authenticity certificate dated 30.06.1976 £400-600

549 
Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 480 BC, quadriga driven
right, rev., head of Arethusa right surrounded by four dolphins,
16.43g (Boehringer 151), fine £200-300

550  
Sicily, Syracuse, tetradrachm, c. 410-405 BC, attributed to
Eukleidas, fast quadriga driven left with Nike above, rev., head of
Arethusa right with hair tied back; four dolphins around, 17.07g
(Tudeer 61), good fine and rare; with Kommittén mot
Myntförfalskningar authenticity certificate dated 28.12.1976

£600-800

551  
Sicily, Syracuse, decadrachm, c. 400 BC, by Euainetos,
quadriga driven left by charioteer who is crowned by Nike fly-
ing above; pieces of armour on steps below, rev., wreathed head
of Arethusa left surrounded by four dolphins, 42.37g (Gallatin
R.III, C.I; Jameson 828, same dies), somewhat porous but well
detailed and centred, very fine; with Kommittén mot
Myntförfalskningar authenticity certificate dated 14.11.1978

£12,000-15,000

Ex B. Ahlström auction 53, 20 April 1996, lot 1427 and illustrated on
the front cover of that catalogue

552  
Siculo-Punic, tetradrachm, c. 320 BC, head of Heracles right
in lion-skin headdress, rev., head and neck of horse left with
palm tree behind, 16.42g (Jenkins 420), toned and good very
fine; with Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar authenticity
certificate dated 30.06.1976 £600-800

553    
Thrace, Ainos, tetradrachm, 5th cent. BC, head of Hermes,
rev., goat right, 16.09g, some damage, fine; Thasos, stater,
satyr and nymph, rev., incuse square, 8.42g, scuffed, good fine;
Istrus, drachm, 4th cent BC, two male heads, one inverted,
rev., sea eagle on dolphin iSNG BM 237), good very fine;
Rhodes, drachm, 166-88 BC, radiate head of Helios, rev., rose
(BMC 265), about extremely fine  (4) £400-600

554  
Thrace, Istrus, drachm, 4th cent. BC, two male heads, one
inverted, rev., sea eagle on dolphin, 5.64g (SNG BM 246),
extremely fine £200-250

555  
Thrace, Aigospotamoi, Æ 21mm, Demeter, rev., goat (SNG
Cop. 850); Perinthos, Poppaea, Æ 26mm, rev., headdress of
Isis (BMC 149); Locris Opuntii, Æ 14mm , Athena, rev.,
grapes (BMC 65 var.); with antoninianus of Quietus and Æ
nummus of Aelia Flaccilla, mainly fine or better  (5) £120-150



556 
Kings of Macedon, Philip II (359-336 BC), gold quarter-
stater, Pella, head of Heracles, rev., bow on club; cantharus
above, 2.10g (Le Rider 54-67), fine and rare £200-300

557 
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III (336-323 BC), gold
stater, head of Athena, rev., Nike, 8.18g, pierced, fine £300-400

558  
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, the Great (336-323
BC), tetradrachm, Amphipolis, head of Heracles, rev., seated
Zeus, monogram in fied, 17.12g (Price 118 var.), toned, good
very fine £200-250

559    
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachms (3),
Amphipolis (2, Price 461 and 465) and Miletus (Price 2140),
very fine  (3) £500-700

560  
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm, uncertain
Greek mint, in rev. field, forepart of lion moving left, 17.00g
(Price 879), good very fine £250-300

561  
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm, Babylon,
head of Heracles, rev., seated Zeus; monogram and M below
throne, 17.19g (Price 3599), very fine £200-250

562  
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm, Babylon,
head of Heracles, rev., seated Zeus; sickle (?) in field; mono-
gram and M below throne, 17.20g (Price 3623), good very fine

£200-250

563   
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, posthumous
tetradrachms (2), mints of Mesembria (cf. Price 971 var.) and
Odessus (Price 1174), extremely fine  (2) £400-600

564    
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, posthumous
tetradrachms (2), Odessus (2, Price 1179 and 1181), very fine or
better  (2) £300-400

565  
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, posthumous
tetradrachm, Cabyle (Black Sea region), c. 225-215 BC, with
symbol of Phosphoros with two torches, 17.01g (Price 882),
very fine £150-200

566  
Kings of Macedon, Alexander III, tetradrachm, Tarsus
(Price 3018); with tetradrachms of Lysimachus, Antiochus VII,
new-style Athens and cistophorus of Pergamum, mainly fine to
very fine  (5) £500-700

567 
Macedon under the Romans, tetradrachm, Amphipolis,
167-148 BC, head of Artemis, rev., club in oak wreath, 16.88g
(SNG Cop. 1311), good very fine £200-250



568  
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, c. 440 BC, helmeted head of
Athena right, rev., ΑΘΕ, owl standing right with head facing,
17.14g (cf. Flament pl. 18; Sv. pl. 12, 23), about extremely fine

£600-800

569  
Attica, Athens, tetradrachm, similar to previous lot, 17.03g,
very fine £300-400

570 
Attica, Athens, drachm, head of Athena right, rev., owl, 4.16g
(cf. BMC 74-81), some marks, very fine £200-300

571 
Attica Athens, tetradrachm, 4th cent. BC, head of Athena
right, rev., owl, 17.14g (cf. BMC 132-146), very fine; with
Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar authenticity certificate
dated 04.05.1978 £200-250

572  
Aegina, stater, 480-431 BC, tortoise, rev., skew pattern incuse,
12.09g (cf. BMC 155), countermark on shell and reverse punch,
about very fine; with Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar
authenticity certificate dated 28.06.1976 £120-150

573  
Corinth, stater, 345-307 BC, Pegasus left, rev., head of Athena
right; double-bodied owl as symbol, 8.58g (Ravel 605), very
fine; with Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar authenticity
certificate dated 30.06.1976 £200-300

574  
Troas, Abydus, tetradrachm, 2nd-1st cent. BC, bust of Artemis
right, rev., eagle right; dolphin on trident before; magistrate
Xanthippou below, 16.55g (BMC 56), very fine and rare

£500-600

575  
Ionia (?), electrum “small ingots” (3) weighing 3.94g, 1.16g
and 0.77g (cf. Linzalone Ln 1176 and 1177 with weights of 0.46g
and 0.36g), very fine and rare   (3) £600-800

576  
Lesbos, billon stater, 500-480 BC, two calves’ heads face to
face with laurel tree between, rev., incuse punch, 10.95g (BMC
46; SNG von Aulock 1682), very fine; with Kommittén mot
Myntförfalskningar authenticity certificate dated 28.12.1976

£1,000-1,200

577 
Lydia, time of Croesus (561-546 BC), siglos, foreparts of
lion and bull face to face, rev., incuse divided in two, 5.37g
(SNG von Aulock 2877), toned, good very fine £300-350

578 
Caria, Chersonesos, obol, 480-450 BC, lion’s head right; X
below, rev., bull’s head and neck left; X above, 0.87g (Cahn,
Cnidus, pl. X, X29, this piece, described as unique), some
encrustation, about extremely fine and very rare £300-400

Ex Münzen und Medaillen, Basel.



579  
Lycia, Kandyba, Tranquillina (238-244), Æ 29mm,
draped bust right, rev., ΚΑΝΔΥΒΕΩ Ν ΔΕΥΚΑΛΙΩΝ,

Deukalion standing facing, wearing polos and holding sceptre,
16.33g (SNG von Aulock 4294; H. von Aulock, Die
Münzprägung des Gordian III und der Tranquillina in Lykien
(1974), 63; Robert, Hellenica X (1955), 221, pl. III, 2, all refer-
ring to this coin), fine and the only recorded example so evi-
dently unique £400-600

Ex Hans von Aulock collection and Auctiones, Basel, October 1976, lot
245.  A foundation of considerable antiquity, Pliny refers to Kandyba as
a city which was then well-known for a sacred grove which lay nearby.
It claimed to take its name from the mythical Kandybos, one of six chil-
dren of Deukalion, son of Prometheus. In Greek mythology Deukalion
(the “Greek Noah”) and his wife Pyrrha were the only survivors when
Zeus unleashed a deluge to obliterate humanity for its evil ways. In
earlier versions of the story it seems that only the two humans survived,
but by the second century AD the writer Lucian of Samosata related
that Deukalion ‘…placed his children and his wives in an ark of great
size [and] when he had gone on board there came to him wild boars
and horses, lions and serpents, and all the other creatures which walk
on the earth, all in pairs’ – hence his association with the biblical story
of Noah and the Ark and with other religions.  A bronze coin of
Tranquillina’s husband, Gordian III, with a Deukalion reverse from a
different die to the present coin exists in a private collection.

580  
Cilicia, Tarsus, Datames (378-362 BC), stater, c. 370 BC,
female head facing three-quarters left, rev., helmeted head of
Ares right; small grape cluster behind, 10.81g (Moysey, ANS MN
31, issue 4; SNG von Aulock 4941), some reverse double striking,
extremely fine; with Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar
authenticity certificate dated 28.12.1976 £800-1,000

581 
Egypt, Ptolemy I (305-283 BC), tetradachm, diademed
head right, rev., eagle left on thunderbolt, 14.84g (Svoonos pl.
8, 20), banker’s mark on reverse, good very fine; with
Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar authenticity certificate
dated 28.12.1976 £200-300

582  
Bactria, Amyntas (c. 60-40 BC), drachm, helmeted bust
left brandishing spear, rev., Zeus seated three-quarters left; in
field monogram, 2.37g (Bopearachchi p. 302, series 11, D, this
piece recorded), very fine and rare, apparently unique with
this monogram £600-800

Ex Münzen und Medaillen Liste 332, 1972, 20. An example of the asso-
ciated tetradrachm with this same monogram was sold in the Triton
XIII sale, 5 January 2010, lot 262.

583  
Miscellaneous, Cyzicene electrum hecte (von Fritze 85); and
Greek silver (17) including didrachm and drachm of Rhodes,
drachms of Parium (3), Alexander III, Lysimachus, Ariarathes
IX of Cappadocia, late Parthian (7), mainly fine to very fine
(18) £300-350

584   
Sasanian, Khusru II (591-628), drachm, AYLAN year 23,
facing bust of ruler, rev., facing bust of Anahita, 4.13g (Göbl
218-9; Sunrise 988; Mochiri 917), reverse with some double
striking, about extremely fine £2,000-2,500

585    
Sasanian, Queen Buran (630-631), drachm, crowned bust
right, rev., fire altar and attendants, 4.07g (Göbl 228), extreme-
ly fine and rare £2,000-2,500

586    
Khwarezmian, Ifrighids, Sawafshan (8th cent.), drachm,
crowned head right, rev., king on horseback right, 2.94g
(Kuznetsov group III), about extremely fine £400-600



587    
Julius Caesar, denarii (2), elephant type (Cr. 443/1; S. 1399)
and Venus, rev., trophy and captives (Cr. 468/1; S. 1404), fine
to very fine; and denarius of L. Furius Brocchus, 63 BC (Cr.
414/1), about extremely fine  (3) £300-400

588  
Augustus (27 BC – AD 14), denarius, Lyon, head right, rev.,
bull butting right, 3.80g (RIC 167a; S. 1610), toned, very fine;
with Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar authenticity certifi-
cate dated 30.06.1976 £200-300

589  
Tiberius (14-37), denarius, rev., Pax seated right, 3.77g (RIC
26; S. 1763), very fine £150-200

590  
Nero (54-68), denarius, bare head right, rev., Virtus standing
right, 3.44g (cf. S. 1939), slightly porous, good very fine

£200-300

591  
Galba (68-69), denarius, bare head right, rev., SPQR OB CS

within weath, 3.20g (RIC 214; S. 2109), some marks, about
extremely fine; with Kommittén mot Myntförfalskningar
authenticity certificate dated 30.06.1976 £500-700

592  
Galba, denarius, laureate head right, rev., SALVS GEN HVMANI,
Salus sacrificing, 3.23g (RIC 214; S. 2108), about very fine

£180-220

593  
Julia Titi, denarius, 80-81, bust right, rev., Venus leaning on
column, 2.46g (RIC 388; S 2612), good fine £200-250

594     
Hadrian (117-138), denarii (3), rev., river-god Nilus reclining
right (RIC 310; S. 3508), Fortuna seated (RIC 247), both about
extremely fine; and Fortuna (RIC 41), very fine; Sabina,
denarius, rev., Juno standing left (RIC 395a; S. 3921), almost
extremely fine   (4) £200-300

595  
Hadrian (117-138), as, rev., Britannia seated (RIC 577b),
green patina, good fine, rare; Antoninus Pius, as, rev.,
Britannia (RIC 934), some pitting, very fine; Maximian, fol-
lis, London mint, c. 296-7 (C & T 1.03.006; RIC 6b), fine;
Maximinus II as Caesar, follis, London mint, 305-7 (C & T
4.03.31; RIC 65), reverse double struck, extremely fine;
London mint reduced folles of Maximinus II (1), Constantine I
(6), Crispus (4) and Constantine II (3), fine and better (18)

£300-500

596  
Antoninus Pius (138-161), aureus,  148-9, ANTONINVS AVG

PIVS PP TR P XII, bare head right with drapery on far shoulder,
rev., COS IIII, Aequitas standing left holding scales and cornu-
copia, 7.32g (RIC 177b; C. 237 var.; Calico 1499), one very tiny
edge knock, extremely fine and in high relief £5,000-7,000

Ex E.C. Willoughby (of New Milton, Hants.) collection, Glendining’s,
22 June 1932, lot 181 and Jens Rasmussen collection, A.B. Rasmussen,
Copenhagen, 6-7 October 1977, lot 254. Illustrated in J. Christiansen,
Antik kunst i dansk privateje: Et udvalg af oldtidskunst fra
Middelhavsområdet og de tilgrænsende lande (Ny Carlsberg
Glyptotek, Copenhagen, 1974), no. 400.

597  
Antoninus Pius, sestertius, 144, laureate head right, rev., PAX

AVG S C, Pax standing left, 26.82g (RIC 616; S. 4200), slight pit-
ting at edge and base of Pax but good very fine with dark
green patina £200-300

Roman and Byzantine Coins



598  
Pertinax (193), denarius, rev., LAETITIA TEMPOR COS II, Laetitia
standing left, 2.71g (RIC 4a; S. 6041), good very fine

£500-700

599  
Pertinax, denarius, rev., VOT DECEN TR P COS II, emperor sacri-
ficing, 2.52g (RIC 13a; S. 6048), about very fine £250-300

600  
Didius Julianus (193), denarius, rev., RECTOR ORBIS, emper-
or standing, holding globe, 3.09g (RIC 3; S. 6074), very fine

£500-700

601  
Pescennius Niger (193-194), denarius, Antioch, rev., MINER

VICTRIS, Minerva standing  left holding owl on globe and sceptre
with shield at base, 2.71g (RIC -; BMC Addenda, p. 617, 309A
var.; RSC 53c), good very fine and rare £500-700

602  
Pescennius Niger, denarius, Antioch, rev., VIRTVTI AVG,
Virtus standing, 2.52g (RIC 92; S. 6128 as Caesarea), cleaned,
very fine £400-600

603  
Caracalla-Trebonianus Gallus, Antioch tetradrachms of
Caracalla, Gordian III, Philip I (4), Otacilia Severa (Prieur 324),
Trajan Decius (2) and Trebonianus Gallus (Prieur 660), main-
ly very fine  (10) £450-550

604  
Caracalla-Volusian, Antioch tetradrachms of Caracalla,
Gordian III, Philip I (5), Philip II (Prieur 346), Trajan Decius
(Prieur 514) and Volusian (Prieur 698), mainly very fine   (10)

£450-550

605  
Diadumenian, Caesar (218), denarius, bare headed bust,
rev., SPES PVBLICA, Spes left, 2.83g (RIC 116;S. 7450), extremely
fine £200-250

606  
Severus Alexander (222-235), denarii (4), rev., Mars (2),
Pax and Sol; Maximinus I (235-238), denarii (4), rev.,
emperor with standards, Fides Militum, Pax and Salus, very
fine to extremely fine  (8) £250-300

607 
Maximus Caesar (235-238), denarius, bare headed bust
right, rev., PIETAS AVG, priestly implements, 3.11g (RIC 1; S.
8404), extremely fine £200-250

608  
Balbinus (238), denarius, rev., P M TR P COS II P P, emperor
standing left, 2.86g (RIC 5; S. 8489), extremely fine £300-400

609    
Balbinus, antoninianus, rev., clasped hands (RIC 11; S 8485);
Divus Septimius Severus, denarius, rev., throne with
wreath (S. 7054); Macrinus, denarius, rev., Victoria Parthica
(S. 7366), very fine or better  (3) £250-300

610  
Balbinus, antoninianus, rev., clasped hands (RIC 11), very
fine; other antoniniani of Macrinus, Elagabalus and Gordian III
(22), fine to very fine  (25) £250-300

611  
Pupienus (238), antoninianus, rev., AMOR MVTVVS AVGG,
clasped hands, 4.22g (RIC 9b; S. 8518), almost extremely fine

£200-250

612  
Antoniniani of Philip I (9), Otacilia Severa (5), Philip II (2),
Trajan Decius (7), Her. Etruscilla (1), Her. Etruscus (3), Treb.
Gallus (5), Volusian (3), Valerian I (12), Gallienus (28),
Salonina (8), Valerian II Caesar (3), Saloninus Caesar (2),
mainly fine to very fine; and poorer grade antoniniani (40),
some fragmentary or barbarous, poor to fine  (128) £400-500



613   
Trajan Decius (249-251), restitution issue antoniniani in
the name of Trajan, rev., altar (RIC 86; S. 9471), about
extremely fine; and Septimius Severus, rev., eagle (RIC 95; S.
9482), very fine  (2) £200-300

614 
Postumus (260-269), antoninianus, rev., Salus
Provinciarum type (RIC 87), about very fine; other antoniniani
of Postumus (20), rev., Diana, Felicitas (2), Fides Militum,
Hercules Deusoniensi (2), Jupiter, Moneta (2), Minerva,
Neptune, Sol, Pax, Providentia, emperor standing, Salus,
Serapis (2), Uberitas, Virtus, mainly very fine, some better;
and sestertius, rev., prow, fine  (22) £250-350

615  
Postumus, antoniniani (46) and fragments (2); with antonini-
ani of Victorinus (14) and Tetricus I (3), mainly fine to very fine
(65) £250-350

616  
Marius (269), antoninianus, rev., Felicitas (RIC 10), about
extremely fine £120-150

617  
Carausius, antoninianus, IMP C CARAVSIVS P AVG, radiate and
cuirassed bust left, rev., MONETA AVG, Moneta standing; S – C

across field; exergue off flan (cf. RIC 285), pitting on obverse,
very fine and extremely rare £300-400

618  
Carausius, antoninianus, London, rev., ORIENS AVG, Sol stand-
ing between captives; in ex., ML (RIC -), fine and extremely rare

£200-300

619 
Carausius, antoninianus, unclear mint, rev., VICTOR CARAVSI

AV.., Victory advancing right with wreath (RIC -), good fine and
extremely rare, unpublished £300-400

620 
Carausius, antoninianus, London, rev., Pax; across field S-P;
in ex., MLXXI (RIC 98v), good very fine; other antoniniani of Pax
type of London (7) and unclear mint (2); with antoniniani (3) in
the name of Maximian, London (RIC 34); et infra (1), mainly
fair to fine  (14) £300-400

621  
Carausius, antoniniani (6), Camulodunum, revs., clasped
hands (RIC 210), Pax (3, RIC 300 (2) and 334), Providentia
(RIC 362) and Spes (RIC 411); with antoniniani (5), no mint
mark, revs., Laetitia (cf. RIC 457/8), Mars (cf. RIC 462, 464),
Pax (RIC 895) and Pietas (cf. RIC 941v), mainly fine  (11)

£300-400

622  
Allectus, antoniniani, London, rev., Aequitas (RIC 16v) and
Pax (RIC 33); antoninianus, Camulodunum, rev., Laetitia (RIC
79) and quinarii (3, RIC 128), mainly fine to very fine  (6)

£200-250

623  
Maximian (first reign, 286-305), argenteus, Ticinum, 294-
5, laureate head right, rev., VICTORIA SARMAT, four emperors at
camp gate, 2.98g (RIC 12b; S. 13094), extremely fine

£250-300

624 
Maximian, argenteus, Thessalonica, rev., three-turreted gate-
way; below, .T.S.A., 3.21g (RIC 15b; cf. S. 13099), some pitting,
very fine £150-200

625  
Galerius (305-311), aureus, Nicomedia, c. 308-310, MAXIMI-
ANVS AVGVSTVS, laureate head right, rev., IOVI CONSERVATORI fol-
lowed by monograms for Nicomedia and XC, Jupiter standing
left holding thunderbolt and sceptre; in ex., SMN, 5.19g (RIC VI,
p. 560, 44; Calico 4927), cleaned and with traces of having
been mounted, very fine and  rare £2,500-3,000



626 
Time of Constantine I, anonymous half siliqua, eight-rayed
star, rev., laurel wreath with central jewel, 1.77g (Bendall 6),
faint flan crack, extremely fine and rare £600-800

627  
Constantius II (337-361), solidus, Nicomedia, 351-355,
armoured bust three-quarters right with spear and shield, rev.,
GLORIA – REI – PVBLICAE, Roma and Constantinopolis holding
shield inscribed VOT | XXX | MVLT | XXXX, in ex., SMNT, 4.24g (RIC
75; C. 112), fine to good fine £180-220

628  
Constantius II (337-361), solidus, Sirmium, 355-361,
armoured bust three-quarters right with spear and shield, rev.,
GLORIA – REI – PVBLICAE, Roma and Constantinopolis holding
shield inscribed VOT | XXXV | MVLT | XXXX, in ex., ASIRMS, 4.15g
(RIC 62; C. 124), fine to good fine £180-220

629  
Valens (364-378), solidus, Antioch, 364-367, diademed,
draped and cuirassed bust right, rev., RESTITVTOR – REIPVBLICAE,
Emperor standing holding labarum and Victory on globe, in ex.,
ANTB?, 3.98g (RIC 2c), fine £180-220

630  
Valens (364-378), solidus, Nicomedia, 367-375, diademed,
draped and cuirassed bust right, rev., GLORIA – REI – PVBLICAE,
Roma and Constantinopolis holding shield inscribed VOT | V |
MVLT | X, in ex., SMNI, 4.07g (cf RIC 13c; C.3), fine £180-220

631  
Arcadius (383-408), solidus, facing bust, rev.,
Constantinopolis seated; officina Δ, 4.45g (RIC 7), faint marks,
extremely fine £300-400

632  
Arcadius, solidus, facing bust, rev., seated Victory, 4.45g (S.
20713), plugged, very fine; Anastasius I, solidus, facing bust,
rev., Victory; officina S, 4.45g (S. 5), good very fine   (2)

£350-400

633  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, 402/3 facing bust, rev., CON-
CORDI-A AVGGG and officina Δ, Constantinopolis seated, 4.42g
(RIC 24; S. 20901), good very fine, an apparently previously
unrecorded officina letter for this variety £250-300

634  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Milan, 402/6, diademed,
draped and cuirassed bust right, rev., Emperor standing right
holding standard and Victory on globe, trampling captive; in
field: M – D; in ex., COMOB, 4.46g (RIC X, 1206; C. 44), extreme-
ly fine with some lustre £400-500

635  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Milan, similar to the last,
4.47g (RIC X, 1206; C. 44), minor flan fault at edge, otherwise
extremely fine £400-500

636  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Milan, similar to the last,
4.45g (RIC X, 1206; C. 44), light graffiti, almost extremely fine

£300-350



637  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Milan, similar to the last,
4.36g (RIC X, 1206; C. 44), very light graffiti on obverse, good
very fine £300-350

638  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Ravenna, 402/6, diademed,
draped and cuirassed bust right, rev., Emperor standing right
holding standard and Victory on globe, trampling captive; in
field: R – V; in ex., COMOB, 4.45g (RIC X, 1287; C. 44), extreme-
ly fine with some lustre £400-500

639  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Ravenna, similar to the last,
4.49g (RIC X, 1287; C. 44), about extremely fine £350-400

640 
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Ravenna, similar to the last,
4.46g (RIC X, 1287; C. 44), about extremely fine £350-400

641  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Ravenna, similar to the last,
4.50g (RIC X, 1287; C. 44), about extremely fine £350-400

642  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Ravenna, similar to the last,
4.51g (RIC X, 1287; C. 44), faint scratch in obverse field, good
very fine £300-350

643  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Ravenna, similar to the last,
4.45g (RIC X, 1287; C. 44), good very fine £300-350

644  
Honorius (393-423), solidus, Ravenna, similar to the last,
4.50g (RIC X, 1287; C. 44), very fine £200-250

645  
Honorius, solidus, Ravenna, similar to the last, 4.44g (RIC
1287;  C. 44), very fine £200-250

646 
Honorius  (393-423), solidus, 408/20, facing bust, rev.,
Constantinopolis seated; officina E, 4.38g (RIC 201; S. 20905),
rev. graffiti, very fine £200-250

647 
Theodosius II (402-450), solidus,  facing bust, rev.,
Constantinopolis seated; officina E, 4.49g (RIC 9; S. 21126),
minor marks, very fine £200-250

648  
Theodosius II (402-450), solidus, facing bust, rev.,
Constantinopolis seated; officina Z, 4.41g (RIC 31; S. 21133),
0bv. scratch very fine £200-250



649 
Theodosius II (402-450), solidus, facing bust, rev.,
Theodosius II and Valentinian III seated facing; officina Θ, 4.4g
(RIC 233; S. 21143), very fine £250-300

650 
Theodosius II (402-450), solidus, Constantinople, 430-
440, armoured bust facing with spear and shield, rev., VOT XXX

– MVLT XXXX B, Constantinopolis enthroned holding globus cru-
ciger, star in right field, in ex., CONOB, 4.48g (RIC X, 257), light
obverse graffiti, about extremely fine £250-300

651  
Miscellaneous: denarii of the Republic, Vespasian, Trajan
(5), Hadrian (3), Commodus, and Severan issues (25, one plat-
ed); with Roman bronzes (30), mainly first and second cen-
turies; Alexandrian tetradrachm of Nero, et infra (4), poor to
fine  (71) £200-300

652  
Miscellaneous denarii (10), various Republic types togeth-
er with issues of Julius Caesar (Cr. 467/1a), Brutus (Cr. 501/1,
with edge damage), and Octavian (Cr. 540/2), fine to very fine
(10) £300-400

653  
Miscellaneous: denarii (9) of Vespasian, rev., bull, Trajan,
Divus Antoninus Pius, Faustina I, Marcus Aurelius (2) includ-
ing issue as Caesar, rev., sacrificial implements, Lucius Verus,
Septimius Severus, rev., Victoriae Brit type, and Julia Domna;
and Caesarean drachm of Septimius Severus, fine to very fine
(10) £200-300

654  
Miscellaneous: denarii (7) of Caracalla (3), Geta (3), includ-
ing issues as Caesar (2), and Elagabalus; and antoninianus of
Elagabalus, rev., Mars, mainly very fine  (8) £200-250

655  
Miscellaneous: denarii (12, one a plated core), some fine; and
antoniniani (18), mainly of Gordian III, mainly very fine; with
Islamic dirhams (6), mainly Samanid issues of Samarqand, fine
to very fine  (36) £300-400

656  
Miscellaneous: siliquae of Julian II (2), both damaged, one
barbarous; and miscellaneous mainly Constantinian bronze
coins (about 200), mainly fair to fine, some better  (about 202)

£200-300

657 
Miscellaneous ancient, comprising minor Greek silver (4),
Sasanian drachms (2), denarii (9) including plated denarius of
Tiberius, antoniniani (5), follis of Diocletian, et infra (11), some
fine to very fine, a few better  (32) £150-200

658  
Justin I (518-527), solidus, Constantinople, 519-527,
armoured bust with spear and shield, rev., angel standing fac-
ing holding long cross and globus cruciger, star in right field,
officina H, 4.47g (MIB 3; DOC 2, officina not listed; S. 56),
minor graffiti in fields, almost extremely fine £250-300

659  
Byzantine, solidi of Justinian I, Tiberius II Constantine,
Maurice Tiberius (2) and Phocas (S. 140, 422, 478, 524, 618);
and tremissis of Justinian I (S. 145), mainly fine to very fine  (6)

£800-1,000

660 
Tiberius II Constantine (578-582), solidus, facing bust,
rev., cross potent; officina Z, 4.49g (DOC 4; S. 422), good
extremely fine £250-300

661  
Tiberius II Constantine, light weight solidus of 21 siliquae,
facing bust, rev., cross potent; legend ends ΘS; in ex., OB+*,
4.09g (MIB 5; DO 38; S. 446), slight graffiti, extremely fine

£600-800

662 
Maurice Tiberius (582-602), solidus, Constantinople, bust
facing wearing helmet and holding globus cruciger, rev., angel
standing facing holding long cross surmounted by Christogram
and globus cruciger, officina Θ, 4.52g (MIB 6; DOC 5i; S. 478),
slightly wavy flan, about extremely fine £250-300

663 
Maurice Tiberius (582-602), light weight solidus of 21 sili-
quae, facing bust, rev., angel; legend ends ΘS; in ex., OB+*,
4.07g (MIB 13; DOC 151; S. 529), extremely fine £400-600



664  
Phocas (602-610), solidus (S. 620); Constans II, solidus (S.
959); and modern copy of solidus of Anastasius I (Sear, p. 489,
F4); with Abbasid dinar of al-Nasir, Madinat al-Salam 598h
and Mamluk ashrafi of Khushqadam, 867h, mainly fine to very
fine  (5) £400-500

665 
Heraclius (610-641), solidus (S. 731) with solidi of Heraclius
and Heraclius Constantine (3) and Heraclius, Heraclius
Constantine and Heraclonas, mainly fine to very fine, the last
ex-mount  (5) £800-1,000

666  
Heraclius (610-641), globular solidus, Carthage, 612/3,
cuirassed bust facing wearing crown with pendilia and cross,
rev., VICTORIA AVCC A, cross above three steps, 4.52g (MIB 83-3;
DOC 203; S. 866), good very fine £250-300

667 
Heraclius (610-641h), globular solidus, Carthage, 612/3,
similar to the last, 4.48g (MIB 83-3; DOC 203; S.866), softly
struck on face, very fine to good very fine £200-250

668  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 613/4, crowned and draped busts facing,
long cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three
steps, indiction B, 4.46g (MIB 84a-2; DOC -; S. 867), pinmarks
on obverse, almost extremely fine £250-300

669 
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, globu-
lar solidus, Carthage, 613/4, crowned and draped busts facing,
long cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three
steps, indiction B, 4.50g (MIB 84a-2; DOC -; S. 867), good very
fine £280-320

670  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 613/4, crowned and draped busts facing,
long cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three
steps, indiction B, 4.49g (MIB 84a-2; DOC -; S. 867), good very
fine £250-300

671  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 614/5, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three steps,
indiction Γ, 4.45g (MIB 84a-3; DOC 204; S. 867), reverse
weakly struck but almost extremely fine with portraits of good
style £300-350

672  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 614/5, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three steps,
indiction Γ, 4.48g (MIB 84a-3; DOC 204; S. 867), almost
extremely fine £300-350

673 
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 614/5, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three steps,
indiction Γ, 4.50g (MIB 84a-3; DOC 204; S. 867), softly struck
on obverse but almost extremely fine £250-300

674  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidi (2), Carthage, 614/5 and 620/1, rev., cross potent
above three steps, indictions Γ and Θ, 4.47, 4.50g (MIB 84a-3,
84a-11; DOC 204, 211; S. 867), first with scratches on obverse,
second with graffiti on reverse, generally very fine  (2)

£350-450

675  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 615/6, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three steps,
indiction Δ, 4.51g (MIB 84a-4; DOC 206; S.867), very fine

£200-250



676  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 616/7, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above two steps,
COИOB (sic) below, indiction Є, 4.52g (MIB 84a-5; DOC 207.2),
‘X’ graffiti on reverse, otherwise almost extremely fine with
clear portraits £250-300

677  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 616/7, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three steps,
CONOB below, indiction Є, 4.45g (MIB 84a-5 var.; DOC 207.1;
S. 867), very fine or better £200-250

678  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 619/20, crowned and draped busts fac-
ing, cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three
steps, indiction H, 4.40g (MIB 84a-8; DOC 210; S. 867), very
fine £180-220

679  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 620/1, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three steps,
indiction Θ, 4.48g (MIB 84a-11; DOC 211; S. 867), faces weak-
ly struck, almost extremely fine £250-300

680
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 620/1, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three steps,
indiction Θ, 4.42g (MIB 84a-11; DOC 211; S. 867), good very
fine, reverse better £250-300

681  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidi (2), Carthage, 620/1 and 636/7, rev., cross potent
above three steps, indictions Θ and I, 4.47, 4.43g (MIB 84a-11,
84b-8; DOC 211, -; S. 867), very fine to good very fine, second
with double-striking on obverse  (2) £400-500

682  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 622/3, crowned and draped busts fac-
ing, cross between their heads, rev., VICTO – RIA CCI, cross potent
above two steps, 4.42g (MIB 84a-11; DOC -; S. 867), weakly
struck on obverse, good fine/good very fine £180-220

683  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 622/3, crowned and draped busts fac-
ing, cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above two
steps, legend ends …ACC IA, 4.xxg (MIB 84; DOC 218.2; S. 867),
small nick on obverse, good very fine £250-300

684 
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 626/7, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent on two steps,
indiction IЄ, 4.39g (MIB 84a-16; DOC 217; S. 867), almost
extremely fine £250-300

685  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 626/7, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent on base and two
steps, indiction IЄ, 4.44g (MIB 84a-16; DOC 217; S. 867), over-
striking visible on reverse, very fine £200-250

686  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 632/3, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent on two steps,
indiction S, 4.48g (MIB 84b-5; DOC -; S. 867), very fine and
scarce £200-250

687  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 633/4, crowned and draped busts fac-
ing, cross between their heads, rev., cross potent on three steps,
pellet in field to left, indiction Z (retrograde), 4.44g (MIB 89;
DOC -; S. 867), extremely fine £500-700



688  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 634/5, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent above three steps,
indiction h, 4.54g (MIB 84b-7; DOC 224; S. 867), very fine to
good very fine £200-250

689  
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 636/7, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent on three steps,
indiction I, 4.46g (MIB 84b-8; DOC 226; S. 867), faces a little
weak but about extremely fine with some lustre £250-300

690 
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidus, Carthage, 636/7, crowned and draped busts facing,
cross between their heads, rev., cross potent on three steps,
indiction I, 4.53g (MIB 84b-8; DOC 226; S. 867), good very fine

£250-300

691 
Heraclius (610-641h) and Heraclius Constantine, glob-
ular solidi (2), Carthage, 636/7, revs., cross potent above three
steps, indiction I, 4.44, 4.49g (MIB 84b-8; DOC -; S. 867), very
fine to good very fine  (2) £400-500

692  
Constans II (641-668), solidus, facing bust, rev., cross on
steps; officina B, 4.40g (S. 938),  minor marks, good very fine

£200-250

693  
Constans II, solidus, facing busts of Constans II and
Constantine IV, rev., cross on steps; officina E, 4,46g (S. 959),
about extremely fine £200-250

694 
Constans II, solidi (3, S. 938, 960 and 964); Constantine
IV, solidus (S. 1153), mainly very fine, last with edge marks
(4) £700-800

695  
Leo VI (886-912), miliaresion, 2.73g (DO 3; S. 1726), about
extremely fine £200-250

696 
Constantine VII and Romanus II (945-959), solidi (2, S.
1751), one very fine, the other fine but pierced; Basil II, mil-
iaresion (S. 1810), clipped, very fine  (3) £350-400

697 
Romanus III (1028-1034), histamenon, Christ enthroned,
rev., the Virgin crowning Romanus, 4.40g (S. 1819), about
extremely fine £200-300

698  
Constantine IX (1042-1055), histamena (2), Christ
enthroned, rev., facing bust of emperor; types with patriarchal
cross and plain cross on globus cruciger (S. 1828 and 1829),
mainly extremely fine (2) £400-500

699  
Constantine X (1059-1067), histamenon (S. 1847), clipped;
with histamena of Romanus IV (S. 1861) and Michael VII (S.
1868), very fine or better  (3) £400-500

700    
Constantine X, histamenon (S. 1847), about extremely fine;
Nicaea, John III (1222-1254), hyperpyron, Chist
enthroned, rev., the Virgin crowning emperor (S. 2073),
extremely fine; John V and Anna of Savoy (1341-1391),
hyperpyron (Gr. 1295; S. 2466), clipped, very fine    (3)

£600-800

701  
Michael VII (1071-1078), histamena (3, S. 1868 and 1869
(2)), very fine but one of second type pierced and flattened;
and histamenon of Constantine X, clipped, fine  (4) £400-500

702 
Alexius I (1081-1118), post-reform  billon trachea (6), Christ
enthroned, rev., facing bust of Alexius (Hendy pl. 7, 2-4; S.
1918); another, rev., standing figure of Alexius (DO IV, 28); and
Thessalonica mint trachy (cf. Hendy pl. 6, 6-8), of better than
usual metal quality, mainly very fine   (8) £180-220

703  
Alexius I, post-reform hyperpyron, Thesssalonica (S. 1924);
John II (1118-1143), hyperpyron, Thessalonica (S. 1947),
very fine  (2) £250-300



704  
Manuel I (1143-1180), electrum trachy (S. 1958); John III,
hyperpyra (2, S. 2073); Andronicus II and Michael IX,
hyperpron (S. 2396), last clipped, mainly very fine; together
with 19th century gold baptismal medals (2), 14.33g and 3.19g,
pierced, fine (6) £600-800

705  
Manuel II (1391-1423), half stavrata (2), bust of Christ, rev.,
bust of emperor (cf. S. 2551), very fine; John III (1222-
1254), billon trachy, Magnesia (S. 2089), fine; and uncertain
small bronze, standing figure of saint, rev., uncertain type, pos-
sibly a brockage, 15mm, 0.60g, fine  (4) £150-200

706  
Byzantine, bronze medallion engraved with image of an angel,
46mm, about very fine; with miscellaneous mainly ancient
bronze coins (55), including Armenian trams (2) and tanks (2),
mainly poor to fine (56) £150-200

707  
Aksumite, Endubis (late 4th cent. AD), gold unit, bust
right in head-cloth between corn wreaths, rev., similar type,
2.69g (AC 1), about extremely fine £500-700

708  
Aksumite, anonymous (late 5th cent.), gold unit, crowned
head right, rev., bare head right, 1.64g (AC 63), very fine
£200-250

709 
Aksumite, Ebana (late 5th cent.), gold unit, crowned head
right, rev., bare head right, 1.60g (AC 71-72), about extremely
fine £200-250

ISLAMIC COINS

710  
Arab-Byzantine, fulus (2), of Ba‘labakk (with two standing
figures) and Tabariya (with three standing figures), both rev.,
large M with mint-names given in Greek and Arabic, 5.21, 4.99g
(Foss 60ff, 81), very fine  (2) £120-150

711
Arab-Byzantine, fals, Tartus/Antarados, Imperial bust type,
4.88g (Foss 79), very fine and rare £200-250

712  
Arab-Byzantine, ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwan (65-86h),
fulus (2), both Standing Caliph type, mints of Qinnasrin and
Sarmin 2.89, 3.39g (Foss 112, 128), good fine to very fine  (2)

£120-150

713 
Arab-Sasanian, ‘Abd Allah b. Khazim (fl.62-72h),
drachm, MRW (Marw) 66h, 2.33g (SICA 1, 335); Abbasid,
temp. al-Ma’mun (194-218h), dirham, Madinat Isbahan
207h (SCC 1194); al-Muktafi (289-295h), dirham, Wasit
291h, citing Wali al-dawla (SCC 1435); Banijurid, Ahmad b.
Muhammad (c.285-297h), dirham, Andaraba 295h (Album
1435), fine to good very fine, the first cleaned and clipped, the
last with edge chipped (4) £80-100

714       
Arab-Sasanian, Farroxzad, Æ pashiz, Ardashir Khurra,
undated, Sasanian bust right with governor’s name before, rev.,
Senmurv with mint-legend in margin, 0.68g (Gyselen 2), very
fine or better, rare; Abbasid, temp. al-Saffah (132-136h),
fals, Misr 133h, citing ‘Abd al-Malik b. Yazid, 3.31g (SICA 2,
1565ff), almost very fine and rare; temp. al-Mansur, fals,
without mint-name or date, citing Muhammad b. Sa‘id, 5.21g
(SICA 2, 1575ff), better then very fine; with an undated Umayyad
fals citing al-Qasim b. ‘Ubaydallah (Finance Director in Egypt),
3.62g (Walker p.294, 925a), good fine  (4) £100-200

715  
Umayyad, dirham, Arminiya 99h, 2.81g (Klat 53), good very
fine £120-150

716  
Umayyad, dirhams (2), Ifriqiya 112h and Surraq 90h, 2.91,
2.35g (Klat 99, 464), good fine to very fine  (2) £200-250



717  
Umayyad, dirham, al-Andalus 119h, 2.30g (Klat 127), clipped,
about very fine £200-250

718  
Umayyad, dirhams (3), Balkh 115h, al-Mubaraka 118h and
Manadhir 95h, 2.69, 2.44, 2.80g (Klat 180,576.b, 619), good
fine to very fine  (3) £150-200

719  
Umayyad, dirham, Ramhurmuz 93h, 2.51g (Klat 386), good
fine, scarce £150-200

720 
Umayyad, dirham, Sijistan 90h, 2.80g (Klat 432.b), good very
fine £100-150

721  
Umayyad, dirham, Sijistan 92h, 2.68g (Klat 434), unit of date
weakly struck, better than very fine £100-120

722 
Umayyad, dirham, al-Kufa 128, with la hukm illa lillah in
obverse margin, 2.84g (Klat 548.a), margins weak, good fine
and scarce £120-150

723 
Umayyad, dirham, Wasit 84h, 2.71g (Klat 679), good fine and
scarce, the first year of issue from the mint £120-150

724        
Umayyad fulus (3), comprising Arminiya, undated, citing
Ishaq b. Muslim, Adri‘at, undated, with mint-name in field,
and Sarmin, undated, 1.82, 2.00, 4.44g (Walker 748, ANS.38,
883 var.), good fine to very fine, all scarce  (3) £180-220

725       
Umayyad fulus (3), of Tabariya, Sarmin and Filastin, 3.56,
4.64, 4.26g (Walker 883 var., 893, 911), fine to good fine; and
Abbasid, temp. al-Ma’mun, fals, al-Ramla 217h, 2.68g
(Shamma p.127, 7), reverse double struck, very fine or better
(4) £200-300

726      
Umayyad fulus (3), comprising al-Kufa 101h, ‘Akka
(undated) and al-Fustat: Misr, citing ‘Abd al-Malik b.
Marwan as finance director, 2.73, 2.79, 6.54g (Walker P.142,
904, P.140), fine to very fine  (3) £150-200

727      
Abbasid, temp. al-Saffah (132-136h), dirham,
Ramhurmuz 134h, 2.63g (SCC - ; Lowick 2020), slight edge
damage and corrosion removed from reverse, almost very fine
and very rare £200-300

728  
Abbasid dirhams (2), comprising Arminiya 155h, citing al-
Hasan, and Arran 188h, citing Khuzayma b. Khazim, 2.93,
2.89g (Vardanyan 21, 137), first good fine, second better than
very fine, both toned  (2) £150-200

729  
Abbasid, al-Mahdi (158-169h), dirhams (2), Qasr al-Salam
167h, 2.95g (Lowick 1473), fine and Harunabad 169h, citing
Hasan, 2.88g (Lowick 866), hoard-stained, fine to good fine
(2) £100-120

730  
Abbasid, al-Mahdi (158-169h), dirham, Harunabad 169h,
citing Hasan, 2.64g (Lowick 866), staining on obverse, very
fine; al-Hadi (169-170h), dirham, al-Haruniya 170h, citing
Ibrahim and Jarir, 2.88g (Lowick 880), small patch of deposit
on obverse, good very fine  (2) £120-150



731 
Abbasid, al-Rashid (170-193h), dirham, Sijistan 175h, rev.,
citing Ibn Khuzaym and with three pelleted annulets below,
2.91g (SCC 994; Lowick 2380), very fine and scarce £80-120

732  
Abbasid, temp. al-Rashid, dirham, Ma‘din Bajunays 191h,
citing Muhammad al-Amin, Umm Ja‘far and Da’ud, 2.90g
(Vardanyan 203), good fine £150-200

733 
Abbasid, al-Mu‘tasim (218-227h), dirham, Madinat al-
Salam 225h, 2.94g (SCC 1249), good very fine £80-120

734  
Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dinar, Madinat al-
Salam 243h, 4.10g (Bernardi 158Jh), almost extremely fine and
rare £500-700

735  
Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dinar, Marw 234h,
4.25g (Bernardi 155Ph), about extremely fine and rare

£400-600

736  
Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dinar, Marw 237h,
4.26g (Bernardi 157Ph, date not listed; cf Horizon Auction 1, 2
October 2016, lot 314), extremely fine and extremely rare

£1,000-1,500

737  
Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dinar, Marw 241h,
4.26g (Bernardi 158Ph), extremely fine and very rare

£600-800

738       
Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dinar, Misr 240h,
with the name of the heir Abu ‘Abdallah, 3.76g (Bernardi
157De), slightly clipped, about very fine £140-160

739  
Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dirham, al-Shash
233h, without name of heir, 2.83g (SCC 1266), better than very
fine and scarce £80-120

740  
Abbasid, al-Mutawakkil (232-247h), dirham, Madinat al-
Mutawakkiliya 247h, g (SCC 1285; SICA 4, 1369ff), on a wavy
flan, fine to good fine and a one-year type £120-150

741  
Abbasid, al-Mu‘tamid (256-279h), dirhams (3), compris-
ing Surra man ra’a 272h, al-Kufa 272h, Madinat al-Salam 276h,
and Saffarid, ‘Amr b. al-Layth and Muhammad b. ‘Amr,
dirham, Fars 273h, generally very fine or better  (4) £150-200



742 
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, Madinat al-
Salam 306h, 4.41g (Bernardi 242Jh), slightly bent, scraped on
reverse, otherwise good very fine £180-220

743  
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dinar, Madinat al-
Salam 309h, 4.05g (Bernardi 242Jh), good very fine£220-280

744  
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dirhams, comprising
Antakiya 307h; al-Basra 305h, 307h; Halab 305h, 318; Hims
317h (2), 320h; Ra’s al-‘Ayn 31x; al-Rahba 318h; Surra man ra’a
299h, 303h, 306h, 314h, 316h; Shiraz 318h; al-Muhammadiya
(date not visible); Madinat al-Salam 301h, 303h, 305h, 309h,
313h, 315h, 317h (2), 318h; al-Mawsil 299h, 31x; 3xx; Nisibin
308h, 317h, 318h; Wasit 299h, a couple pierced, mainly fine
and including some scarce and rare mints  (33) £500-700

745  
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dirhams (6): Antakiya
319h; Halab 320h; Hims 317h, 320h (citing ‘Amid al-dawla);
Tarsus 307h; al-Mawsil (30)8h, fair to fine, all scarce or rare
(6) £180-220

746         
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dirhams (3): Hims
320h, rev., citing ‘Amid al-dawla, al-Rahba 310h, and al-Masisa
311h, 3.75, 3.55, 3.00g, fine to very fine, all rare  (3) £200-250

747  
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dirhams (6): Halab
305h and 319h; Dimashq 310h; al-Rafiqa 304h, 310h; Tarsus
318h, generally fine, all scarce or rare  (6) £250-300

748  
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), dirham, Madinat al-
Salam 299h, 2.84g (SCC 1504), a sharp striking from fresh dies
and with smooth and reflective fields, extremely fine and
toned, an exceptional example £50-70

749      
Abbasid, al-Muqtadir (295-320h), heavy dirham, Tarsus
317h, 5.40g (Diler p.830, apparently citing a specimen in the
ANS), some weak striking, generally fine and rare £180-220

750     
Abbasid, al-Radi (322-329h), dirhams (3): al-Masis 328h,
Tarsus 323h and Hims 322h, 2.56, 3.11, 3.29g, about fine, all
rare  (3) £250-300

751  
Abbasid dirhams struck in Madinat al-Salam (36),
dated 149h, 160h, 161h, 162h (2), 163h, 179h, 181h, 183h, 185h
(2), 186h, 189h (2), 190h (2), 231h (al-Wathiq, scarce), 282h,
286h, 291h, 301h, 305h, 306h, 307h, 310h, 311h, 314h, 317h,
321h (2), 324h (3), 325h, 327h, 329h, a couple pierced, fine to
very fine  (36) £400-600

752 
Miscellaneous Islamic silver (58), mainly Abbasid but
including Samanid and Hamdanid issues and with a variety of
mints represented, some fine £500-700

753  
Idrisid, Idris I (172-175h), dirham, Tudgha 174h, citing ‘Ali,
2.58g (Album 419), cleaned, otherwise very fine, rare

£100-120

754  
Marinid, temp. Abu Yahya Abu Bakr (642-656h), dinar,
no mint or date, 4.56g (Hazard 690), pierced, otherwise very
fine £200-250

755       
Marinid, Abu-Sa‘id ‘Uthman II (710-731h), half-dinar,
Madinat Fas, undated, 2.34g (Hazard 742; Album A528 R),
margins weak, good fine and rare; Hafsid, Abu Ishaq
Ibrahim II (751-770h), dinar, without mint or date, 2.94g
(Hazard 606; Album 509 RR), ex-mount, fine and rare  (2)

£150-200



756 
Burji Mamluk, al-Ashraf Barsbay (825-841h), ashrafis
(2), Dimashq and al-Qahira, dates unclear (Album 998), both
very fine with edges partly filed, the first rare (2) £250-300

757 
Fatimid, al-Mustansir (427-487h), dinar, Dimashq 429h,
3.44g (Nicol 1722, citing a single example of this date), weak-
ness on both sides, possibly where a mount has been removed,
otherwise very fine and extremely rare £700-1,000

Ex Sotheby’s, 3 October 1991, lot 215.

758      
Hamdanid, Nasir al-dawla and Sayf al-dawla (330-
356h), donative dirham with broad margins, Halab 334h, cit-
ing al-Mustakfi, rev., apparently with ibriz below, 3.34g (cf
Bikhazi 82-84), struck from specially-prepared dies and with
plain outer band clearly visible on reverse, some weak areas
on both sides, otherwise about very fine and extremely rare

£300-400

759  
Hamdanid, ‘Uddat al-dawla Abu Taghlib (358-369h),
dirham, Nisibin 361h, without name of heir, 3.38g (Album
750.1), a little weak in margins, very fine £120-150

760  
Zengid of Mosul, Nur al-din Arslanshah II (615-616h),
dinar, al-Mawsil 615h, citing the Ayyubid rulers al-Kamil
Muhammad and al-Ashraf Musa as overlords, 7.42g (Album
1868), weak in parts, otherwise very fine, rare £200-300

761 
Ottoman, Bayezid II (886-918h), sultani, Serez 886h,
3.43g (Pere 103), cracked in centre, some digs in flan, about
very fine and very rare £300-500

762  
Ottoman, Suleyman I (926-974h), sultanis (2), Amid
926h, Halab 926h (Pere 156, 171), very fine (2) £250-300

763 
Ottoman, Suleyman I (926-974h), sultanis (2), Dimashq
926h, Sidre Qipsi 926h (Pere 168, 187), very fine (2) £250-300

764  
Ottoman, Suleyman I (926-974h), sultani, Quchaniya
926h, 3.46g (Pere 175), very fine, scarce £200-300

765  
Ottoman, Suleyman I (926-974h), sultanis (2), Siruz 926h,
Qustantiniya 926h (Pere 189, 178), fine and very fine (2)

£250-300

766  
Ottoman, Suleyman I (926-974h), sultanis (2),
Qustantiniya 926h, Misr 926h (Pere 178, 181 var.), very fine,
the second with some edge damage (2) £250-300

767 
Ottoman, Selim II (974-982h), sultanis (2), Jaza’ir 974h,
Halab 974h (Pere 232, 235), very fine (2) £250-300

768  
Ottoman, Selim II (974-982h), sultanis (2), Jaza’ir 974h,
Halab 974h (Pere 232, 235), very fine, the first with edge filed
(2) £250-300

769  
Ottoman, Selim II (974-982h), sultanis (2), Dimashq 974h,
Siruz 974h (Pere 234, 244), very fine, the first plugged (2)

£250-300

770  
Ottoman, Selim II (974-982h), sultanis (2), Siruz 974h,
Misr 974h (Pere 244, 239), very fine (2) £250-300

771
Ottoman, Murad III (982-1003h), sultanis (2),
Qustantiniya 982h, Misr 982h (Pere 271, 274), very fine, the
first with edge partly filed (2) £250-300

772  
Ottoman, Ahmed I (1012-1026h), sultanis (2), Dimashq
1012h, Misr 1012h (Pere 351, 357), about very fine and good
very fine (2) £250-300



773  
Ottoman, Mustafa III (1171-1187h), findik, Islambul 1171h,
year 5 (Pere 612); Mahmud II (1223-1255h), ¼-Cedid Adli,
Qustantiniya al-Mahrusa 1223h, year 19 (Pere 771), the first
possibly ex-mount otherwise very fine, the second good very
fine (2) £150-200

774  
Miscellaneous Ottoman gold (10), Suleyman I and later,
comprising sultanis (6, mostly Misr but including Halab 1012h)
and later gold (4, all pierced), and a thin gold bracteate made
for jewellery, total weight 28.02g, mainly very fine  (11)

£1,000-1,200

775 
Buwayhid, Baha’ al-dawla (379-403h), dinar, Suq al-
Ahwaz 399h (Album 1573); together with a base gold dinar of
the same mint and date (Album 1573A), good very fine and
very fine (2) £200-250

776 
Great Seljuq, Muhammad I (492-511h), dinar, Madinat
al-Salam 500h, 2.66g (Jafar S.MS.500), creased, minor marks
on edge, otherwise very fine, scarce £120-150

777  
Seljuq of Western Iran, Mahmud II (511-525h), dinar,
Madinat al-Salam 517h, citing Sanjar as overlord, 2.59g (Jafar
S.MS.517), very fine, scarce £200-250

778 
Zand, Karim Khan (1166-1193h), quarter--mohurs (2), Dar
al-Marz Rasht 1170h, 1182h (Album 2790, 2791), the first weak
in parts, the second double-struck with edge chip, otherwise
both very fine (2) £200-250

779 
Zand, Karim Khan (1166-1193h), quarter--mohurs (2), Dar
al-Sultanat Qazvin 1184h, Dar al-Mu’minin Kashan 1186h
(Album 2791), very fine, the second with some weakness (2)

£200-250

780 
Zand, Karim Khan (1166-1193h), quarter--mohurs (2), Dar
al-Sultanat Qazvin 118xh, Dar al-‘Ibada Yazd 1187h (Album
2791), good very fine and very fine (2) £200-250

781  
Zand, Karim Khan (1166-1193h), quarter--mohur, type D,
Dar al-‘Ilm Shiraz 1181h, 2.74g (Album 2792), very fine, scarce

£150-200

782  
Miscellaneous, assorted Islamic coins in silver (13) and base
metal (6), varied state (19) £80-100

END OF FIRST SESSION



SESSION TWO

Friday 2 December 2016, starting at 2.00 pm

HISTORICAL MEDALS

783  
France, Paris Mint Restrike Medals (3), Henri III, Battle of Ivry (1590), in silver, 57mm, Cardinal Richelieu 1631, in bronze,
54mm;  French Naval Power  (1693), in bronze, 72mm, good very fine or better (3) £300-350

784                           
France, Napoleon III, Exposition Universelle 1855, silver medal, by Barre, bare-headed bust right, rev., central French
arms with arms of the participating countries around, 60mm, extremely fine and toned £150-200

785 
Great Britain, Victoria, Visit of Napoleon III and the Empress Eugenie to the City of London, April 1855, bronze
medal, by Benjamin Wyon for the City of London, 77mm (BHM 2561; Welch 7; Eimer 1496), in case of issue, extremely fine

£180-220

786 
Colonial America, East Florida, Proclamation Medal or 4-Reales, 1789, in silver, commemorating the Proclamation of
Charles IV of Spain as King by the Governor of East Florida Vicente Manuel de Zespedes, armoured and draped bust of Charles
IV right, CAROLUS IV. D. G. HISPAN. REX., rev., a six-petalled jasmine flower at centre, small castle above and lion below, LA
FLORA: ORIENTAL PER. ZESPEDS PROCLAM:TUS 1789, edge obliquely grained, 32.7mm, 12.04g (Breen 1079; Betts 10;
Herrera 133; Medina 148; Grove C.58), lightly toned, a few scratches in fields both sides, small digs above head of portrait and
some casting flaws, about very fine and extremely rare, this example not recorded and not previously offered at auction 

£10,000-15,000

The early Colonies of East and West Florida were originally ceded to Britain from Spain under the terms of the 1763 Treaty of Paris which ended
the Seven Years’ War.  Subsequently they were returned to Spain under the terms of the Treaty of Paris in 1783, which ended the American War
of Independence. Soon afterwards Vicente Manuel Zespedes was installed as Governor of the newly returned colony; based at St Augustine, he
previously held the position as Governor of nearby Santiago de Cuba in the preceding year. He attempted to increase the population and devel-
opment of East Florida by luring former Spanish residents to return with the promise of land grants and 10-year tax exemptions, whilst also
attempting to retain its British settlers, many of whom were by that time leaving for plantations in the islands of the British Caribbean.

In anticipation of the planned proclamation of the new King Charles IV, commemorative medals (sometimes considered 4-real coins, which they
resembled in terms of weight and size) were ordered in advance by Zespedes himself, probably being struck at his own personal expense, to be
distributed during the celebrations due to take place on 2-4 December 1789. Three days of festivities followed, with processions, dancing, singing
and military parades. It is here that Zespedes, leading the parade, is recorded as having cast handfuls of the newly made ‘silver money’ into the
grateful crowd (with no mention of bronze), as recorded in an original letter dated December 9 1789 from Domingo Rodriguez de Leon, a notary
based in St Augustine, to a correspondent in Spain regarding the details of the celebrations.

Where, how many, and precisely how these pieces were made, however, remain elusive historical details. Studies concerning this medal have
been made by several numismatists, but in particular by John W. Adams and also by Michael Hodder (as shown in the John Ford Jr
Collection, Part XIII catalogue), and arguments have been made for the existence of 4 distinct types: struck silver, cast silver, after-cast
silver re-issues, and after-cast bronze re-issues. Current theories regarding the place of manufacture vary, but some suggest Mexico City
(where an official mint already existed) for the highest quality ‘struck’ examples, and then Havana, Santiago de Cuba or perhaps anoth-
er local mint in Florida for the remainder, but no concrete documentary evidence exists to date. Given Zespedes’ links to Havana and
Santiago and the relatively modest quality of the medals, a Cuban mint (probably at Havana) would seem most logical, as is also suggest-
ed by Hodder. Many of the “coins” were perhaps melted down later and consequently very few survive.



Three ‘commemorative medals’ were reportedly sent by Zespedes to the king and a further three to the colonial secretary after the celebrations,
and arguably these six medals could account for the supposedly ‘struck’ examples, with all others being cast as intended for general distribution.
Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that even the finest known ‘struck’ example, lot 660 in the John Ford Jr Collection (weighing 13.77g), shows
clear casting flaws to the neck of the king’s portrait and in the medal’s fields – much the same as shown in the example offered here. The idea
that the finest examples were struck on cast planchets whereas others were more simply cast has been suggested to explain the evident differ-
ence in quality.  Perhaps the overall finish and craftsmanship used for the king’s & colonial secretary’s examples was of a higher standard - as
one might expect and is known in other series.  Such examples would have been unlikely to have entered circulation and would therefore have
avoided wear. This argument would reduce the need for complex discussions regarding different issues being minted in different locations when
the production appears to have been very much more a local one, which would have been under some considerable time pressure between the
arrival of the news of Charles III’s death in Florida (March 1789) and the planned proclamation of Charles IV (December 1789). A further argu-
ment has been made regarding an apparent difference in legend for struck (TUS) and cast (TUR) examples in silver, but this does not seem to
stand up to scrutiny, as each silver example illustrated in recent times appears to read TUS regardless.

in Stack’s Bowers Auction, 26-31 March 2015 (lot 6002, the John W. Adams example weighing 11.61g), 5 silver examples were recorded. Thus
the present piece appears to be the sixth known.  A further three examples are known in bronze, giving a total of only nine presently known in
any metal.

In 1821, under the Adams-Onis Treaty, both Floridas were finally ceded to the United States who amalgamated the two to form the Territory of
Florida the following year.

787             
U.S.A., John Paul Jones (1747-1792), The Capture of the British Frigate H.M.S. Serapis by the U.S.S.
Bonhomme Richard off Flamborough Head, 23 September 1779, in silver, Paris Mint, made for the ‘Comitia Americana’
series of medals by Augustin Dupré; bust of John Paul Jones right [after Houdon] in naval uniform, signed DUPRÉ. F. on trunca-
tion, JOANNI PAVLO JONES CLASSIS PRAEFECTO, COMITIA AMERICANA; rev., the naval action in progress showing the
crew of U.S.S. Bonhomme Richard boarding H.M.S. Serapis behind, HOSTIVM NAVIBVS CAPTIS AVT FVGATIS,  AD ORAM
SCOTIAE XXIII SEPT M DCCLXXVIIII, 56.25mm (Betts 568; Adams & Bentley, Ch. 8; B.H.M. 222, R2; MH 580; CP 105/22;
Ford XIV 203.), with evidence of die flaws in extremely early stage indicating an original or very early striking, lightly pol-
ished in the past so with hairlines and a few tiny marks, extremely fine and very rare £6,000-8,000

On 23 September 1779 the U.S.S. Bonhomme Richard, under the command of Captain John Paul Jones, led a combined Franco-American fleet
of 5 ships against a large Baltic merchant fleet being escorted by the British ships H.M.S. Serapis and the smaller Countess of Scarborough. The
fighting took place off the Yorkshire coast near Flamborough Head and the coastal town of Bridlington, when the experienced French Captain
Landais of the Alliance engaged and drew away the Countess of Scarborough, leaving Serapis to battle against the 4 remaining American and
French ships.  

Initially the Serapis inflicted considerable damage to the hull and rigging of the Bonhomme Richard and the American flag fell, prompting
Captain Richard Pearson of the Serapis to ask Jones if he had intentionally struck his colour in surrender.  Jones defiantly replied: “I have not
yet begun to fight!” and after a further three hours of bitter exchange it was indeed the Serapis and Countess of Scarborough which were forced
to surrender.  The Americans boarded and transferred across to the Serapis following a close, hard-fought victory, with the critically-damaged
Bonhomme Richard sinking on the following day. which duly sank the following day.

The victory made John Paul Jones a national hero and this piece from the Comitia Americana series holds the distinction of being the only naval
medal authorized by the Continental Congress.



BRITISH GOLD COINS

788    
George III, guinea, 1761, first laureate head right, two leaves at top of wreath, rev crowned shield of arms (S. 3725), light obverse
hairlines and tiny flaws from striking, otherwise a bold extremely fine, lustrous, and rare in this grade £7,000-10,000

Provenance: From an old family collection, by descent.

789  
George III, third guinea, 1810 (S. 3740), a few marks, better than very fine £180-220

g790 
George IV, sovereign, 1821 (S. 3000), almost very fine £400-450 

g791  
George IV - William IV, sovereigns (3), 1821, 1830, 1837 and George III, third-guinea, 1803, generally fine to good fine (4)

£1,200-1,300

g792             
Victoria, young head, sovereign, 1841, both A’s of GRATIA very faintly barred (Marsh 24; S. 3852), mint state with much original
colour and brilliance and displaying minimal surface marks, in a PCGS holder as MS64, extremely rare thus and amongst the
finest known of this, the key date of the young head series £25,000-30,000

Ex Morton & Eden, 3 July 2012, lot 568; previously purchased by a collector in Boston, Massachusetts in the 1960s. 

g793  
Victoria, young head sovereign, 1850, good very fine and Edward VII, sovereign 1906, extremely fine (2) £400-450



g794  
Victoria, sovereign, 1884 M, St George type, second head left,
w.w. complete on truncation, M below, rev., short tail to horse,
no B.P. in exergue (S. 3857E; M. - ; Bentley - ), about very fine
with minor edge nicks, apparently an extremely rare variety
not recorded by Marsh £600-800

This variety was not represented in either the Bentley or
Quartermaster Collections.

g795   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
minor rim nicks, good extremely fine, with much original lus-
tre  £1,400-1,600

g796   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864 bagmarks,
minor rim nicks, extremely fine or better, with much original
lustre  £1,400-1,600

g797  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
minor rim nicks and obverse scuff, otherwise extremely fine
or better, with much original lustre £1,200-1,500

g798  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
extremely fine or better and lustrous  £1,200-1,500

g799  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
minor rim nicks, extremely fine or better £1,200-1,500

g800   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
extremely fine or better £1,200-1,500

g801   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
minor nicks and marks, extremely fine  £1,200-1,500

g802  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
tiny blemish in obverse legend, extremely fine or better

£1,200-1,500



g803  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
tiny nicks and scuff to obverse, extremely fine  £1,200-1,500

g804  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
extremely fine or better  £1,200-1,500

g805   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
and a few small digs, extremely fine  £1,200-1,400

g806  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
short scratch in legend, extremely fine  £1,200-1,400

g807   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks, one
or two scuffs and tiny nicks, extremely fine £1,200-1,400

g808  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S. 3864), bagmarks,
toned in parts with a few small scratches near portrait,
extremely fine or better £1,200-1,400

g809  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (S.  3864), bagmarks,
extremely fine or better £1,200-1,400

g810     
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (5), bagmarks, minor
rim nicks, extremely fine or better  (5) £5,500-6,500

g811   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (5), generally bag-
marked with occasional tiny nicks to rim, extremely fine or
better, with some lustre  (5) £5,500-6,500

g812   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (5), generally bag-
marked with occasional tiny nicks to rim, extremely fine or
better, with some lustre (5) £5,500-6,500

g813   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (5), generally bag-
marked with occasional tiny nicks to rim, extremely fine or
better, with some lustre  (5) £5,500-6,500

g814  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (5), generally bag-
marked with occasional tiny nicks to rim, extremely fine or
better, with some lustre  (5) £5,500-6,500

g815  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (10), generally bag-
marked with occasional tiny nicks to rim, extremely fine or
better, with some lustre  (10) £11,000-13,000

g816   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (10), generally bag-
marked with occasional tiny nicks to rim, extremely fine or
better, with some lustre  (10) £11,000-13,000

g817   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, five-pounds (10), generally bag-
marked, some minor nicks or bruises to rim, about extremely
fine, with some lustre  (10) £11,000-13,000



g818   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (S. 3865), bagmarked,
extremely fine / good extremely fine, and lustrous, probably
an early striking  £600-800

g819  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (S. 3865), bagmarked,
extremely fine / good extremely fine, and lustrous, probably
an early striking £600-800

g820  
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (S. 3865), light bag-
marks, extremely fine or better, with lustre £600-800

g821   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (S. 3865), bagmarks,
extremely fine  £600-800

g822   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (S. 3865), bagmarks,
extremely fine  £600-800

g823    
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (5), light bagmarks,
extremely fine or better  £3,000-4,000

g824   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (5), bagmarks, extreme-
ly fine or better  (5) £2,500-3,500

g825   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (5), bagmarks, extreme-
ly fine or better  (5) £2,500-3,500

g826   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (5), bagmarks, extreme-
ly fine or better  (5) £2,500-3,500

g827   
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (5), bagmarks, extreme-
ly fine or better  (5) £2,500-3,500

g828     
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (10), bagmarks,
extremely fine or better  (10) £5,000-7,000

g829     
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (10), bagmarks,
extremely fine or better  (10) £5,000-7,000

g830     
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (10), bagmarks,
extremely fine or better  (10) £5,000-7,000

g831    
Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, two-pounds (10), bagmarks, occa-
sional tiny nicks in places, generally extremely fine  (10)

£5,000-6,000

g832   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, light bagmarks,
extremely fine or better £1,750-2,000

g833   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, light bagmarks,
extremely fine or better £1,750-2,000



g834   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, bagmarks, extremely
fine or better £1,750-2,000

g835   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, light bagmarks and a
scuff before the Queen’s face, good extremely fine

£1,750-2,000

g836   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, bagmarks, extremely
fine £1,500-1,800

g837   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, bagmarks, extremely
fine, lightly toned £1,500-1,800

g838   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, bagmarks, extremely
fine £1,500-1,800

g839   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, bagmarks and a cou-
ple of minor rim nicks, extremely fine £1,500-1,800

g840   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, bagmarks and a cou-
ple of minor rim nicks, extremely fine £1,500-1,800

g841   
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, good very fine

£1,400-1,600

g842  
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893, good very fine

£1,400-1,600

g843    
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893 (3), some marks and
scuffs, very fine to good very fine  (3) £4,000-4,500

g844     
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893 (3), generally very fine
(3) £3,800-4,200

g845     
Victoria, old head, five-pounds, 1893 (3), more surface
marks and edge bruises, about very fine  (3) £3,600-3,900



g846   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, five-pounds (S. 3965), light
bagmarks and tiny rim nicks, otherwise better than extreme-
ly fine  £1,200-1,400

g847   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, five-pounds (S. 3965), light
bagmarks and hairline scuffs, otherwise better than extreme-
ly fine  £1,200-1,400

g848   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, five-pounds (S. 3965), bag-
marks and tiny rim nicks, extremely fine £1,200-1,400

g849   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, five-pounds (5), bagmarks
and tiny rim nicks, extremely fine or slightly better  (5)

£5,500-6,500

g850  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, five-pounds (5), bagmarks
and occasional tiny rim nicks, about extremely fine  (5)

£5,500-6,500

g851   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, five-pounds (5), bagmarks
and occasional tiny rim nicks, generally about extremely fine
(5) £5,500-6,500

g852  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof five-pounds (S.
3966), light bagmarks, extremely fine or better £1,200-1,400

g853   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof five-pounds (S.
3966), light bagmarks, extremely fine or better £1,200-1,400

g854   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof five-pounds (S.
3966), light bagmarks and small reverse nick, extremely fine
or better  £1,200-1,400

g855     
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof five-pounds (5),
light bagmarks and rim nicks, extremely fine or better (5)

£5,500-6,500

g856   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof five-pounds (5),
bagmarks and occasional scuffs, generally extremely fine or
better (5) £5,500-6,500

g857   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof five-pounds (5),
bagmarks and occasional scuffs, generally extremely fine or
better (5) £5,500-6,500

g858  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof five-pounds (5),
bagmarks and occasional scuffs, generally extremely fine or
better (5) £5,500-6,500



g859  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, two-pounds (S. 3967), light
bagmarks, good extremely fine  £600-800

g860  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, two-pounds (S. 3967), light
bagmarks, tiny edge nicks, good extremely fine  £600-800

g861   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, two-pounds (S. 3967), light
bagmarks, tiny edge nicks, extremely fine  £600-800

g862  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, two-pounds (S. 3967), light
bagmarks, tiny edge nicks, extremely fine or better

£600-800

g863   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, two-pounds (S. 3967), light
bagmarks, tiny edge nicks, extremely fine or better 

£600-800

g864  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, two-pounds (5), bagmarks,
generally extremely fine or better  (5) £2,500-3,000

g865   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, two-pounds (5), bagmarks,
tiny edge nicks, one with small edge bruise, generally about
extremely fine  (5) £2,500-3,000

g866  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof two-pounds (S.
3968), light bagmarks, occasional bagmarks and two small
hairlines, extremely fine or better  £600-800

g867   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof two-pounds (S.
3968), light bagmarks, extremely fine or better £600-800

g868  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof two-pounds (S.
3968), bagmarks and a few small scuffs, extremely fine  

£600-800

g869  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof two-pounds (S.
3968), bagmarks, extremely fine  £600-800

g870   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt  proof two-pounds (S.
3968), bagmarks and tiny rim nicks, extremely fine  £600-800

g871   
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, matt proof two-pounds (5),
bagmarks and occasional rim nicks, generally about extreme-
ly fine  (5) £2,500-3,000

g872  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, mixed matt proof and curren-
cy issue two-pounds (5), bagmarks, good very fine  (5)

£2,500-3,000



g873    
George V, sovereign, 1911 C, Ottawa mint (M. 221; S. 3997), a few bagmarks, otherwise virtually as struck  £300-400

g874  
George V, sovereign, 1913 C, Ottawa mint (M. 222; S. 3997), scuffed, extremely fine  £800-1,000

g875   
George V, sovereign, 1913 C, Ottawa mint (M. 222; S. 3997), several rim nicks, about extremely fine £600-800

g876    
George V, sovereign, 1917, London mint (M. 219; S. 3996), light bagmarks, with tiny nicks and small scratches to neck and
truncation, otherwise extremely fine and very rare  £7,000-10,000

g877     
George V, sovereign, 1920 M, Melbourne mint (M. 238; S. 3997), light bagmarks and a few light nicks to rims, extremely fine
or better and rare  £2,000-2,500

g878     
George V, sovereign, 1921 S, Sydney mint (M. 281; S. 3997), minimal bagmarks, rims rather weakly struck up, virtually mint
state  £1,500-2,000

g879   
George V, sovereign, 1921 S, Sydney mint (M. 281; S. 3997), typical bagmarks, otherwise good extremely fine / practically as
struck and scarce  £1,400-1,800

873 874 875



g880   
George V, sovereign, 1924 S, Sydney mint (M. 284; S. 3997),
light overall wear, extremely fine £600-800

g881   
George V, sovereign, 1924 S, Sydney mint (M. 284; S. 3997),
also with light wear, from the same obverse die as the last but
figure of St. George less well struck up, about extremely fine

£500-700

g882   
George V, sovereigns (3), 1925 P, Perth mint (3- M. 264; S.
4001), extremely fine  (3) £800-1,000

g883   
George V, sovereign, 1926 P, Perth mint (M. 265; S. 4001),
with a single small nick to rim, good extremely fine and
scarce, the key date for the George V Perth Mint  £600-800

g884    
George V, sovereign, 1926 P, Perth mint (M. 265; S. 4001), a
little softly struck but practically mint state £600-800

g885   
George V, sovereign, 1926 P, Perth mint (M. 265; S. 4001),
extremely fine, with some original mint bloom £500-700

g886  
George V, sovereign, 1926 P, Perth mint (M. 265; S. 4001),
extremely fine £500-700

g887  
George V, sovereign, 1926 P, Perth mint (M. 265; S. 4001), a
couple of rim nicks, about extremely fine £400-600

g888   
George V, sovereign, 1926 P, Perth mint (M. 265; S. 4001),
good very fine to extremely fine £400-600

g889   
George V, sovereign, 1926 P, Perth mint (M. 265; S. 4001),
more pronounced bagmarks and an edge nick on reverse,
good very fine £400-600

g890         
George V, sovereigns (5), 1927 P, Perth mint (4), 1928P (M.
266 (4), 267 (1); S. 4001), tiny bagmarks and one or two rim
nicks, practically as struck (5) £1,400-1,800

891  
Sovereigns (2), 1871, rev., St George, 1911, very fine or bet-
ter; together with miscellaneous mainly British coins, some in
silver, tokens, jetons etc (about  480), mainly 19th and 20th cen-
tury but some earlier, mainly mixed lower grades (l0t)

£500-600



894 
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, sceattas (4), Primary  Phase (c.
680-710), Series BII (Abramson B400; N.  124; S. 77a); Series
CZ (Abramson R170; N. 161; S. 779); Continental issues (c.
695-740), Series E  (2) (Abramson E 130,E 180 ; N. 48; S. 790),
fine and better (4) [all ex John Casey collection] £150-200

895  
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, Primary phase, sceatta, attrib-
uted to Aethelred of Mercia (674-704), degenerate head right,
rev., AETHELRED in runic in two lines, 1.17g (Abramson E500; N.
155; S. 780), extremely fine and rare £400-600

896  
Early Anglo Saxon Period, Primary phase, ‘Saroaldo’ type
sceatta, stylized bust right, rev., SAROALDO in runic around stan-
dard, 1.19g (AbramsonE 950; N. 51; S. 784), very fine

£200-250

897  
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, Secondary Phase (c. 710-60),
Series J, sceatta, diademed bust right, rev., bird on cross, vari-
ety without pellets in field (Abramson J100 var.; S. 802;
N.800), obverse very fine with corrosion spots, reverse
extremely fine £200-300

892 893

g892   
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof set of four gold coins, comprising five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign,
tone spots on half-sovereign but an excellent set, virtually as struck and free of handling marks, in fitted case of issue (4)

£9,000-11,000

g893   
George VI, Coronation, 1937, proof set of four gold coins, comprising five-pounds, two-pounds, sovereign and half-sovereign,
obverse of two-pounds lightly brushed and reverse of half-sovereign with a pronounced tone spot at horse’s tail, almost as
struck with minimal traces of handling, in fitted case of issue (4) £8,000-10,000

BRITISH SILVER AND BRONZE COINS



898  
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, Secondary phase, Series Q
sceatta, two standing figures with long crosses, rev., monster
with head facing left with tail raised, 1.08g (Abramson Q040
variety 1; N. 99; S. 808), very fine, reverse better £250-300

899  
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, Secondary phase, Series Q
sceatta, similar to the last but with monster facing left, 0.82g
(Abramson Q040 variety 2; N. 99; S. 808), chipped and
reverse off centre, good fine £120-150

900  
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, Secondary phase, Series Q,
sceatta, bird walking left, rev., bird walking right, 1.08g
(Abramson Q070 obv./Q380 obv.; N.- ; S.-), very fine and an
apparently unrecorded die combination £250-300

901  
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, Secondary phase, Series R,
sceattas (3): radiate bust right, cross and pellet behind, EPA in
runic, rev., standard (S. 813) and degraded radiate bust right,
rev., standard (2 - S. 813a), very fine or better (3) £150-200

902  
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, Continental issues (c.695-740),
Series E ‘porcupine’ type sceattas (3), revs., standard with
TOTTI, standard with VIC, AND standard with four pellets (S. 790,
790a, 790b), very fine or better (3) £150-180

903  
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, Continental issues, type 8,
sceatta, crude standard, rev., cross pommée, pellets around (S.
793), extremely fine; other sceattas (4),  variety D, degenerate
head, rev., standard (S. 790); Secondary issues, type QIV, lion,
rev., bird (S. 811), series R, degenerate bust right, rev., stan-
dard (S.813a), Series U, standing figure, rev., bird in vine (S.
816), fair to fine and an uncertain fragment, rev., standard,
poor (6) £180-220

904  
Early Anglo-Saxon Period, Continental issues, Series X,
sceatta, facing ‘Wodan’ head, rev., crested monster right, 1.13g
(Abramson X 100; N. 116; S. 797), good very fine £250-300

905 
Kings of Mercia, Burgred (852-74), penny, moneyer
Dudda (N. 425; S. 942c; Mackay H11.53), broken in half and
repaired; Eadgar (959-75), pennies (2): Two-Line, North
Eastern type, moneyer Grid (N. 741; S. 1129), broken and
repaired; and Circumscription Cross, York group, moneyer
HER[…]MONE (Hervlf or Heriger) (N. 748; S. 1134), a large frag-
ment [all ex John Casey collection]  (3) £150-200

906  
Aethelstan (924-39), Crowned Bust penny, Norwich mint.
+EADGAR IIO IIORDVIT, 1,53g (N. 675; S. 1095), small edge chip,
slightly stained, otherwise good very fine, rare £1,000-1,500

907  
Aethelred II (978-1016), Crux penny (C. 991-97), London
mint, +AÐERED MΩO LVND, 1.42g (N. 770; S. 1148), better than
very fine [ex John Casey collection] £200-250

908  
Cnut (1016-35), Short Cross penny (c. 1029-35), Thetford
mint, Moneyer Aelfwold (N. 790; S. 1159), edge chip, very fine;
Edward the Confessor (1042-66), Facing Bust penny
(1062-65), London mint, moneyer Aldgar (N. 830; S. 1183),
creased, about very fine (2) [both ex John Casey collection]

£180-220

909  
Edward the Confessor (1042-1066), Pacx penny (1042-
44), London mint +BRIHTMIIRONLVD, 1.04g (N. 813; S. 1171),
slight staining, good very fine and scarce £500-700

910  
Edward the Confessor, Small Flan penny (1048-50)
Huntingdon mint +AELPINEONHV (N. 818; S. 1175), slight crease
and some weakness, surface porosity due to excavation, about
very fine and scarce £180-220

911  
Edward the Confessor, Small Flan penny, London mint,
moneyer Wulfsi (N. 818; S. 1175), creased with resulting crack
on obverse, otherwise very fine; Cnut, Short Cross cut half-
penny, +OSP…..INI (N. 790; S. 1159), good fine; together with a
repaired Crux penny of Thetford and a fragmentary Quatrefoil
penny  (4) £100-150

912 
Miscellaneous Hammered pennies, comprising Aethelred
II (2), Second Hand type, London/Byrhtalf; and Long Cross,
Thetford/Grim; Cnut, Helmet type, London/Aelward; Edward
the Confessor, Expanding Cross, Salisbury; and an uncertain
Tealby penny, these five all damaged; Long Cross (6),
Edwardian (29), later Sovereign type (3), some pierced, many
poor or fair; and copies of Edward the Confessor Facing bust
pennies (3) in lead (2) and silver, one lead and silver on square
flan (lot) [all ex John Casey collection] £150-200



913  
William I (1066-87), Bonnet penny (1068-70?), Thetford
mint,+GODPINEONDEOTF, 1.13g (N. 842; S. 1251; SCBI 21, 1182),
edge weakness but better than very fine and a scarce mint for
the issue £400-600

914  
Miscellaneous Hammered Issues (67), Tealby to Long
Cross, comprising Tealby (5), pennies (2), cut halfpennies (2)
and cut farthing, all mint uncertain; Short Cross, pennies (12),
London (4), Canterbury (4), Ipswich, York (2), uncertain, cut
halfpennies (20), London (6), Durham, Canterbury, Norwich,
Worcester, uncertain (10), cut farthings (6), London,
Canterbury, uncertain (4), fragments (3), Long Cross, pennies
(8), London (5), Canterbury (2), Lincoln, cut halfpennies (9),
London (5) Canterbury (4), cut farthings (3), all London;
Scotland, cut halfpennies I2) of late William the Lion issues;
mixed grades, poor to fine; Richard Coeur de Lion, denier
of Poitou (Elias 8f), good fine; and a crude copy of an Irish
Rex/Triangle penny  (67) £200-250

915  
Miscellaneous mainly English hammered silver of
Edward I-Charles I (110), generally poor to fair; and a
modern copy of a non-portrait Offa penny (111) £200-300

916  
Miscellaneous Hammered issues (6), Richard II, half-
penny, London (S. 1699); Henry V, Class F, penny, York, mul-
let and trefoil by crown (S. 1788); Edward IV, First reign,
Heavy Coinage, halfpenny, quatrefoils by neck (S. 1990);
James I, Third coinage, shilling, Sixth bust, and halfgroat
both m.m. thistle; Charles I, Group 3, halfcrown, m.m.
crown, generally fine (6) £180-220

917 
Henry VI (1422-61), Rosette Mascle issue (1422-61), penny,
Durham mint, Bishop Langley, large star to left of crown and
mascle at end of mint signature (N. 1422; S. 1869), very fine
and clear, rare £150-200

918  
George II, young head, halfcrown, 1731, rev., roses and
plumes in angles, lettered edge reads QVINTO (E.S.C. 595; Bull
1674; S. 3692), very fine £150-200

919  
George II, young head, crown, 1734, rev., roses and plumes in
angles, lettered edge reads SEPTIMO (E.S.C. 119; Bull 1662; S.
3686), good very fine to extremely fine, lightly toned

£700-900

920  
George III, a Spanish 8 reales of Charles IV, 1794 FM, Mexico
City mint, with an oval countermark of George III on neck
(E.S.C. 129; Bull 1852; S. 3765A), good extremely fine, a very
attractive example with much original mint lustre

£600-800

921      
*George III, Bank of England dollar, 1804, obv., first leaf of
wreath to centre of e, stop after REX, rev., K incuse and invert-
ed (E.S.C. 156; Bull 1941; S.3768), light mottled tone, extreme-
ly fine £400-500

922     
George IV, crowns (2), 1821 SECUNDO, 1822 TERTIO and
Victoria, crowns (2), 1844 VIII stars, 1845 VIII cinquefoils, all
about fine; with Jubilee head, double-florin, 1887 Roman I,
better than extremely fine and George V, crown, 1929 wreath
type, good very fine (6) £200-300

923      
Victoria, copper penny, 1858, young head left, no ww on trun-
cation, date below, rev., Britannia seated right, emblems below
in exergue (S. 3948; Peck 1518), small toned area by portrait,
remainder both sides with near full mint lustre, tiny bag marks
and scuffs to neck of portrait, good extremely fine £60-80

924  
Edward VII, Coronation, 1902, set of matt proof silver
coins (9), comprising crown to maundy penny, mint state, all
in PCGS holders graded PR61 to PR63 (9) £350-400



g926   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1866, rather
bagmarked and with rim nicks, good very fine £250-300

g927   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1866, obverse
with rim nicks, good very fine, reverse better £250-300

g928   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1866, extreme-
ly fine £300-400

g929  
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1866, from a
worn and flawed obverse die, extremely fine £300-400

g930   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1866, relative-
ly light bagmarks, extremely fine, with much original lustre

£300-400

g931   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereigns (4), all 1866,
including one showing a metal flaw on obverse and another
with spread date numerals ‘186 6’, this fine, others very fine to
extremely fine  (4) £1,000-1,200

g932     
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereigns (8), all 1866,
bagmarked, good very fine to extremely fine  (8)

£2,200-2,600

g933   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereigns (15), all 1866,
generally very fine  (15) £3,500-4,000

g934   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1867, bag-
marked, good very fine £250-300

g935   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1867, good
very fine £250-300

925     
George V, crown, 1928, wreath type (E.S.C.368; Bull 3633; S.4036), lightly toned, occasional tiny bag marks to obverse, oth-
erwise practically as struck £200-300

WORLD GOLD COINS



g936  
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1867, bag-
marked, good very fine, with some original lustre £300-400

g937   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereigns (4), all 1867,
bagmarked, good very fine to extremely fine  (4)

£1,100-1,300

g938   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereigns (8), 1867 (3),
1868 (2), 1870 (3), bagmarked and some with noticeable rim
knocks, generally good very fine or better  (8) £2,000-2.200

g939   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1868, rim
nicks, good very fine £250-300

g940   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1868, good
very fine to extremely fine £300-400

g941   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1870, extensive
die flaw through obverse legend, some rim nicks, good very
fine £250-300

g942   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1870, good
very fine £250-300

g943   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1870, light
bagmarks, extremely fine £300-400

g944   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1870, also with
light bagmarks, extremely fine £300-400

g945   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1870, a couple
of rim nicks, extremely fine £300-400

g946  
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereign, 1870, from
worn dies, extremely fine £300-400

g947   
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereigns (6), all 1870,
generally good very fine  (6) £1,500-1,750

g948  
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereigns (20), 1866 (5),
1867 (5), 1868 (5), 1870 (5), very fine and better  (20)

£5,000-6,000

g949  
Australia, Victoria, Sydney mint, sovereigns (19), 1866 (5),
1867 (5), 1868 (5), 1870 (5), very fine and better  (19)

£4,500-5,000



g950  
Austria, Franz Joseph, Diamond Jubilee, 1908, 100 corona
(F. 514), light bagmarks, good extremely fine, with much orig-
inal colour £1,200-1,400

g951   
Austria, Franz Joseph, Diamond Jubilee, 1908, 100 corona
(F. 514), bagmarked, extremely fine or better, with much orig-
inal colour £1,200-1,400

g952   
Austria, Franz Joseph, Diamond Jubilee, 1908, 100 corona
(F. 514), bagmarked, extremely fine £1,200-1,400

g953  
Austria, Franz Joseph, Diamond Jubilee, 1908, 100 corona
(F. 514), bagmarked, extremely fine £1,200-1,400

g954   
Austria, Franz Joseph, Diamond Jubilee, 1908, 100 corona
(F. 514), bagmarked, extremely fine £1,200-1,400

g955   
Austria, Franz Joseph, Diamond Jubilee, 1908, 100 corona
(F. 514), bagmarked, about extremely fine £1,200-1,400

g956   
Austria, Franz Joseph, Diamond Jubilee, 1908, 100 corona
(F. 514), bagmarked, about extremely fine £1,200-1,400

g957   
Austria, Franz Joseph, Diamond Jubilee, 1908, 100 corona
(F. 514), obverse with more pronounced scuffs, otherwise
about extremely fine £1,200-1,400

g958   
Bulgaria, Ferdinand (1887-1918), 20 leva, 1894, good
very fine £280-320

g959  
Bulgaria, Ferdinand, 20 leva, 1894, better than very fine

£250-280

g960   
Bulgaria, Ferdinand, 20 leva (8), all 1894, very fine or
slightly better (8) £1,800-2,000



g961  
*Bulgaria, Ferdinand, 10 leva, 1894, good very fine

£150-180

g962   
Bulgaria, Ferdinand, 10 leva (10) all 1894, generally very
fine or slightly better (10) £1,300-1,500

g963   
Bulgaria, Ferdinand, 10 leva (12), all 1894, generally very
fine or slightly better (12) £1,500-1,700

Ex 964
g964   
Cuba, Republic, 20 pesos. 1915, 10 pesos (2) 1915, 1916, 5
pesos (2) 1915, 1916, 4 pesos and 2 pesos, both 1916, generally
bagmarked, extremely fine or better (7) £3,800-4,200

g965   
Cuba, Republic, 20 pesos, 1915, 10 pesos (2), 1915, 1916, 5, 4
and 2 pesos, all 1916, generally bagmarked, extremely fine or
better (6) £3,400-3,600

g966  
Cuba, Republic, 20 pesos, 1915, 10 pesos (2), 1915, 1916, 5, 4
and 2 pesos, all 1916, generally bagmarked, extremely fine or
better (6) £3,400-3,600

g967   
Cuba, Republic, 20 pesos, 1915, 10 pesos, 1915, 1916, 5, 4 and
2 pesos, all 1916, mostly bagmarked (the first especially so),
extremely fine or better  (6) £3,200-3,500

g968   
Cuba, Republic, 20 pesos, 1915, 10 pesos, 1915, 1916, 5, 4, and
2 pesos, all 1916, generally bagmarked, first almost extremely
fine, others extremely fine or better (6) £2,800-3,200

g969  
Cuba, Republic, 10 pesos (2), 1915, 1916, both bagmarked,
extremely fine or better (2) £1,050-1,150

g970   
Cuba, Republic, 10 pesos (4), 1915 (2), 1916 (2), all bag-
marked, extremely fine or better  (4) £2,100-2,300

g971   
Cuba, Republic, 10 pesos (4), 1915 (2), 1916 (2), all bag-
marked, extremely fine or better (4) £2,100-2,300

g972   
Cuba, Republic, 10 pesos (10), all 1916, bagmarked,
extremely fine or better (10) £5,200-5,500

g973   
Cuba, Republic, 5 pesos (6), all 1916, lightly bagmarked,
generally good extremely fine  (6) £1,700-1,900

g974   
Cuba, Republic, 5 pesos (8), all 1916, lightly bagmarked,
generally good extremely fine (8) £2,200-2,500

g975     
Cuba, 4 pesos, 1916, lightly bagmarked, good extremely fine

£250-300

g976   
Cuba, 4 pesos, 1916 (4), one good very fine, others bag-
marked, extremely fine or better (4) £900-1,000

g977    
Cuba, 2 pesos, 1916, lightly bagmarked, good extremely fine

£150-200

g978  
Cuba, 2 pesos (4), all 1916, one with edge nick, lightly bag-
marked, extremely fine or better (4) £550-600

g979  
Finland, 20 markkaa, 1913; Poland, Boleslaw Chrobry
Millennium 1925, 10 zlotych; Soviet Union, chervonetz (2),
both 1976, generally extremely fine or better (4) £700-800

g980   
France, Charles X, 20 francs, 1830 A, Paris mint, edge let-
tered (KM 726.1), good extremely fine £300-350

g981   
France, Charles X, 20 francs, 1830 A, edge lettered (KM
726.1), good extremely fine £300-350



g982   
France, Charles X, 20 francs, 1830 A, edge lettered (KM
726.1), extremely fine £250-300

g983   
France, Charles X, 20 francs, 1830 A, edge lettered (KM
726.1), struck a little off-centre, extremely fine £250-300

g984   
France, Charles X, 20 francs (6), all 1830 A, edge lettered
(KM 726.1), generally extremely fine and all well struck  (6)

£1,500-1,800

g985   
France, Charles X, 20 francs (6), all 1830 A, edge lettered
(KM 726.1), some minor imperfections of striking, generally
extremely fine  (6) £1,400-1,600

g986    
France, Charles X, 20 francs (14), all 1830 A, edge lettered
(KM 726.1), good very fine to extremely fine  (14)

£2,800-3,200

g987   
France, Napoleon III, gold 5 francs (15), 1864 A (6), 1866 A
(8), 1868 A (1), extremely fine to mint state  (15)

£1,000-1,250

g988   
France, Napoleon III, gold 5 francs (10), all 1866 A, virtu-
ally mint state  (10) £750-1,000

g989  
France, Napoleon III, gold 5 francs (15), all 1866 A, virtual-
ly mint state  (15) £1,200-1,400

g990  
France, Napoleon III, gold 5 francs (20), of Paris mint (10)
and Strasbourg mint (10), various dates 1863-68, very fine to
good very fine  (20) £1,200-1,400

g991   
France, Napoleon III, gold 5 francs (40), of Paris mint,
1862-1868 A (24) and Strasbourg mint, 1862-1868 BB (16),
three or four slightly bentand a few only fine, mostly good fine
to good very fine  (40) £2,000-2,250

992  
German East Africa, Tabora, 15 rupien, 1916, arabesque
below A of OSTAFRIKA, loop-mounted and with a light test-mark
on rim, otherwise very fine £800-1,200

993  
Germany, Nuremberg, St George ducat, by P.G.
Nürnberger (1716-46), St. George, rev., Christ and disciples in
ship in stormy sea, 3.13 (Erlanger 2259), better than very fine

£500-600

994  
India, Guptas, Chandragupta II (375-415 AD), ‘Archer’
type dinar, rev., goddess on four-leg Ged throne, 7.76g;
Gahadavalas, c. 1114-54, dinar, Laskshmi facing type;
Coorg, fanam, 18th century; Mysore, Haidar Ali (1761-
82), god and goddess type pagoda, generally very fine (4)

£300-400

995 
Italy, Genoa, Simon Boccanegra (1339-44), terzarola,
+DVX IANVE P, trefoil stops, castle, rev., CONRADV REX, cross pat-
tée, 1.12g (MIR 30), good fine and rare £200-300

996        
Italy, Venice, Michele Steno (1400-1413), ducat, 3.27g
(F. 1230), good very fine; and an imitation of a zecchino in the
name of Alvise Mocenigo, ex-mount   (2) £280-320

997  
Italy, Venice, Francesco Dona (1545-53), zecchino, 3.47g
(Paolucci p61.1), good very fine £180-220



998 
Italy, Venice, imitation of double zecchino in the name of
Alvise Mocenigo, 7.37g, crude style, very fine £200-250

999  
Italy, Kingdom of Napoleon, 40 lire, 1814, second 1 over 0,
Milan (Gig. 82a), minor edge and surface marks, good very
fine £380-420

g1000   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III (1900-46), 100 lire, 1931 year
IX, light bagmarks, virtually mint state £350-400

g1001  
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire, 1931 year IX, light bag-
marks, virtually mint state £350-400

g1002   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire, 1931 year IX, light bag-
marks, virtually mint state £350-400

g1003   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire, 1931 year IX, light bag-
marks, virtually mint state £350-400

g1004   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire, 1931 year IX, light bag-
marks, virtually mint state (2) £700-800

g1005   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire (5), all 1931 year IX,
lightly bagmarked, virtually mint state (5) £1,750-2,000

g1006   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire (5), all 1931 year IX,
lightly bagmarked, virtually mint state (5) £1,750-2,000

g1007  
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire (5), all 1931 year IX, light
bagmarks, virtually mint state (5) £1,750-2,000

g1008   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 1oo lire (10), all 1931 year IX,
light bagmarks, virtually mint state (10) £3,500-4,000

g1009   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire (10), all 1931 year IX,
light bagmarks, virtually mint state (10) £3,500-4,000

g1010    
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire (20), all 1931 year IX,
light bagmarks, virtually mint state (20) £7,000-8,000

g1011   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire (20), all 1931 year IX,
light bagmarks, virtually mint state (20) £7,000-8,000

g1012   
Italy, Victor Emanuel III, 100 lire (20), all 1931 year IX,
light bagmarks, virtually mint state (20) £7,000-8,000

g1013  
Japan, 10 yen, Meiji 34, good very fine £300-350

1014  
Netherlands, Gelderland, Aarnoud van Egmond
(1423-73), St Jans goudgulden (Delm. 604), very fine

£250-300

1015  
Netherlands, Gelderland, Aarnoud van Egmond, St
Jans goudgulden (Delm, 604), good fine £200-250



1016  
Netherlands, ducats (3), 1608 Gelderland, 1696 West
Friesland and 1831, second spademarked at face of knight,
fine, last slightly better (3) £280-320

1017  
Poland, Danzig, Sigismund III (1587-1632), ducat, 1590,
3.43g (Hcz. 828, R3), very fine and rare £2,000-3,000

1018  
Portugal, D. Maria I (1786-99), pinto, 1790, (G. 19.02),
lightly creased, about very fine £180-200

1019  
Portugal, D. Maria II (1834-53), fifth-coroa, 1851 (G.
41.01), usual obverse faults, extremely fine £180-220

g1020 
Romania, Carol I (1866-1914), 20 lei, 1883, bagmarked,
extremely fine or slightly better £250-270

g1021   
Romania, Carol I, 20 lei (4), 1883 (2), 1890 (2), bagmarked,
extremely fine or slightly better (4) £950-1.150

g1022   
Romania, Carol I, 20 lei (8), 1883 (3), 1890 (5), better than
very fine to extremely fine (8) £1,800-2,000

g1023  
Romania, Carol I, 20 lei, 1890, light bagmarks, better than
extremely fine £270-300

g1024   
Romania, Carol I, 20 lei, 1890, bagmarked, better than
extremely fine £250-270

g1025   
Russia, Nicholas II (1894-1917), 15 roubles, 1897, wide
rim type, with two letters beneath bust (Bitkin 1), bagmarked,
extremely fine £500-600

g1026   
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles, 1897, wide rim type (Bitkin
1), bagmarked, extremely fine £500-600

g1027   
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles (2), wide rim and narrow
rim, with three letters beneath bust, types (Bitkin 1 and 2),
bagmarked, extremely fine or better (2) £1,000-1,200

g1028   
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles (2), wide and narrow rim
types (Bitkin 1 and 2), both bagmarked, generally extremely
fine (2) £950-1,00o

g1029   
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles (4), all 1897 ,wide rim type
(Bitkin 1), all bagmarked, about extremely fine or slightly bet-
ter (4) £1,800-2,200

g1030   
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles (4), all  1897, wide rim type
(Bitkin 1), all bagmarked, about extremely fine or slightly bet-
ter (4) £1,800-2,200

g1031   
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles (3), all 1897, wide (1) and
narrow rim (2) types (Bitkin 1 and 2 [2]), bagmarked, general-
ly extremely fine (3) £1,200-1,500



g1032  
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles, 1897, narrow rim type with
three letters beneath bust (Bitkin 2), lightly bagmarked, good
extremely fine £500-700

g1033  
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles, 1897, narrow rim type
(Bitkin 2), lightly bagmarked, good extremely fine £500-700

g1034   
Russia Nicholas II, 15 roubles, 1897, narrow rim type
(Bitkin2), lightly bagmarked, good extremely fine £500-700

g1035   
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles (5), all 1897 narrow rim type
(Bitkin 2), lightly bagmarked, all better than extremely fine
(5) £2,400-2,600

g1036   
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles (5), all 1897 narrow rim type
(Bitkin 2), lightly bagmarked, all better than extremely fine
(5) £2,400-2,600

g1037   
Russia, Nicholas II, 15 roubles (10), all 1897 narrow rim
type (Bitkin 2), lightly bagmarked, extremely fine or slightly
better (10) £4,500-5,000

g1038  
Russia, Nicholas II, 7 roubles 50 kopecks, 1897 (Bitkin 17),
bagmarked, good extremely fine £400-600

g1039  
Russia, Nicholas II, 7 roubles 50 kopecks, 1897 (Bitkin 17),
bagmarked, extremely fine £350-400

g1040  
Russia, Nicholas II, 7 roubles 50 kopecks (4), all 1897
(Bitkin 17), generally good very fine  (4) £1,200-1,500

g1041  
Russia, Nicholas II, 7 roubles 50 kopecks (4), all 1897
(Bitkin 17), generally good very fine  (4) £1,200-1,500

g1042 
Russia, Nicholas II, 7 roubles 50 kopecks (10), all 1897
(Bitkin 17), very fine or slightly better (10) £2,500-3,000

g1043
Russia, Nicholas II, 7 roubles 50 kopecks, all 1897 (Bitkin
17), very fine or slightly better (10) £2,500-3,000

g1044   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1893, bagmarked but
virtually mint state, rare thus £2,500-3,000

g1045   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1893, good very fine

£400-500

g1046  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1893, good very fine

£400-500

g1047   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1893, better than very
fine £350-400



g1048   
South Africa, Z.A.R. Kruger, pond, 1893, better than very
fine £350-400

g1049   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1893, better than very
fine £350-400

g1050   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (7), 1893, 1894, 1895,
1896, 1897, 1898, 1900, first good fine, others very fine or
slightly better (7) £1,800-2,200

g1051  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (7), 1893, 1894, 1895,
1896, 1897, 1898, 1900, first fine, others generally very fine
(7) £1,600-1,800

g1052  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1893 (Hern Z39),
surface scratches and scuffs, fine to good fine, rare

£2,000-3,000

g1053   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1894, obverse heavily
bagmarked but almost mint state £600-800

g1054  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1894, scratch across
eagle’s breast, otherwise extremely fine £400-500

g1055   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (16), 1894 (6), 1895,
1896 (9), fine to very fine  (16) £3,400-3,800

g1056   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1894, about
extremely fine, reverse better £250-300

g1057   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1894, good very
fine £200-300

g1058   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1894, better than
very fine £180-220

g1059   
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-ponde (4), 1894, 1895,
1896, 1897, all better than very fine (4) £700-800

g1060  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-ponde (4), 1894, 1895,
1896, 1897, all better than very fine (4) £700-800

g1061   
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-ponde (8), 1894 (2), 1895
(2), 1896 (2), 1897 (2), very fine or slightly better (8)

£1,300, 1,400

g1062   
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-ponde (8), 1894 (2), 1895
(2), 1896 (2), 1897 (2), very fine or slightly better (8)

£1,300-1400

g1063   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-ponde (20), 1894 (5),
1895 (5), 1896 (5), 1897 (5), generally very fine (20)

£2,600-2,800

g1064   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1895, extremely fine

£400-500



g1065   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1895, almost extremely
fine £350-400

g1066  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, better than
extremely fine £400-500

g1067   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, better than
extremely fine £400-500

g1068   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, extremely
fine £250-300

g1069  
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-pond, 1895, extremely
fine £250-300

g1070   
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-pond, 1895, a few light
marks extremely fine £250-300

g1071   
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-pond, 1895, almost
extremely fine £220-250

g1072   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, good very
fine, reverse better £220-250

g1073   
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-pond, 1895, good very
fine £200-250

g1074  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, good very
fine £200-250

g1075   
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-pond, 1895, good very
fine £200-250

g1076  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, good very
fine £200-250

g1077   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, good very
fine £200-250

g1078  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, good very
fine £200-250



g1079   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, better than
very fine £180-220

g1080   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1895, better than
very fine £180-220

g1081   
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-ponde (29), dated 1895
(14), 1896 (3), 1887 (12), many very fine (29) £3,600-3,800

g1082   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1896, almost extremely
fine £350-400

g1083  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1896, almost
extremely fine £280-320

g1084   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1896, good very
fine £220-250

g1085   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1896, good very
fine £220-250

g1086   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1896, better than
very fine £200-250

g1087   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1897, good very fine

£300-400

g1088  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (18), 1896 (2), 1897
(10), 1898 (6), fine to very fine (18) £3,800-4,200

g1089  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (18), 1897 (9), 1898 (9),
fine to very fine (18) £3,800-4,200

g1090  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1897, almost
extremely fine £220-250

g1091   
South Africa, Z.A.R, Kruger, half-pond, 1897, almost
extremely fine £220-250

g1092  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1897, good very
fine £200-250

1093  
NO LOT



g1094   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1897, good very
fine £200-250

g1095  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, half-pond, 1897, good very
fine £200-250

g1096  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1898, obverse bag-
marked, better than extremely fine £500-700

g1097   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1898, better than
extremely fine £500-700

g1098   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1898, lightly bag-
marked, extremely fine £400-600

g1099   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1898, bagmarked,
extremely fine £400-600

g1100   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1898, some weakness,
extremely fine £400-600

g1101   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1898, scuffed, about
extremely fine £350-400

g1102   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1898, bagmarked,
about extremely fine £350-400

g1103   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (2), both 1898, both
about extremely fine (2) £700-800

g1104   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (2), both 1898, both
about extremely fine (2) £700-800

g1105  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (5), all 1898, good very
fine or better (5) £1,500-2,000

g1106   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde, (10), all 1898, good
very fine or better (10) £3,000-4,000

g1107   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (10), all 1898, good
very fine or better (10) £3,000-4000

g1108        
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1898/99, dated 1898
with “99” countermarked below bust (Hern Z52; KM 10.2),
lightly bagmarked overall with a few surface and rim knocks,
generally good very fine and very rare [130 reported to have
been struck and so countermarked] £8,000-12,000

In 1899, new dies for the 1899 Kruger ponde were on the way to
Pretoria when they were seized by the British in Lourenço Marques.
To mark the wartime re-opening of the Mint it was decided to over-
stamp some 1898-dated coins with a ‘99’ below Kruger’s bust. The very
first coin to be processed was reportedly stamped with a single 9 but a
further 130 are recorded as having been stamped with a pair of small-
er nines, as here.



g1109   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, extremely fine

£500-700

g1110   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond 1900, extremely fine

£500-700

g1111  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, extremely fine

£500-700

g1112  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, lightly bag-
marked, extremely fine £500-700

g1113   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, lightly bag-
marked, extremely fine £500-700

g1114   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, lightly bag-
marked, extremely fine £500-700

g1115  
South Africa, A.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, almost extreme-
ly fine £400-600

g1116   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900 bagmarked,
almost extremely fine £400-600

g1117  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, bagmarked,
almost extremely fine £400-600

g1118   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, bagmarked,
almost extremely fine £400-600

g1119   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, bagmarked,
almost extremely fine £400-600

g1120   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, pond, 1900, bagmarked,
almost extremely fine £400-600

g1121   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (2), both 1900, bag-
marked, almost extremely fine (2) £800-1,200

g1122   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (2), both 1900, bag-
marked, almost extremely fine (2) £800-1,200

g1123   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (4), all 1900, bag-
marked, good very fine or better (4) £1,400-1,800

g1124   
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (5) all 1900, bag-
marked, good very fine or better (5) £1,700-2,000



g1125  
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, ponde (10) all 1900, good
very fine or better (10) £3.500-4,500

g1126  
Spain, Alfonso XII (1874-85), 10 pesetas, 1878 (*78)
E.M.M., good very fine £160-180

g1127  
Spain, Alfonso XII, 10 pesetas, 1878 (*78) E.M.M., good very
fine £160-800

g1128  
Spain, Alfonso XII, 10 pesetas (4), all 1878 (*78) E.M.M.,
very fine or better (4) £550-600

g1129  
Spain, Alfonso XII, 10 pesetas (4), all 1878 (*78) E.M.M.,
very fine or better £550-600

g1130 
Spain, Alfonso XII, 10 pesetas (40), all 1878 (*78) E.M.M.,
generally very fine  (40) £5,000-6,000

g1131  
Spain, Alfonso XIII (1885-1931), 20 pesetas (4), all 1890,
bagmarked, extremely fine or better (4) £850-900

g1132  
Spain, Alfonso XIII, 20 pesetas (16), all 1890, good very
fine to extremely fine (16) £3,200-3,500

g1133  
Spain, Alfonso XIII, 20 pesetas (4) all 1899, bagmarked,
extremely fine or better (4) £850-900

g1134  
Spain, Alfonso XIII, 20 pesetas (16), all 1899, good very
fine to extremely fine (16) £3,200-3,500

1135 
Spanish Netherlands, Brabant, Charles V (1506-55),
real d’or (1521-40), Antwerp mint, m.m. hand, double stops in
legend,  half-length figure of Charles V holding sword and orb,
rev., multi- quartered arms on eagle’s breast,  5.28g (G.&H.
1831-1; Delm. 97), slight weakness on reverse, extremely fine,
with strong portrait, scarce thus £500-700

1136 
Transylvania, Charles VI (1713-40), ducat, 1733, 3.44g
(Resch 55), creased, almost very fine £250-300

g1137  
U.S.A., 20 dollars, 1924, uncirculated, in PCGS holder grad-
ed MS63 £900-1,100

g1138 
U.S.A., 20 dollars, 1926, good extremely fine £900-1,100

WORLD SILVER AND BRONZE COINS

1139 
Angola, D. Pedro II (1683-1706), 20 réis (3), 1698 (2), 1699,
10 réis, 1697 (G. 03.08, 03.10, 02.04), fair to fine; D. João V
(1706-50), 20 réis (3), 1719 (2), 1735, 10 réis 1715, 5 réis, 1749
(G. 03.02, 03.04, 02.01.  01.01), third better than very fine, one
1719 20 réis fair, others generally fine; D. José I (1750-77), 5
réis 1770 (G. 05.01), good fine (10) £220-250

1140  
Angola, D. José (1750-77), 6 macutas, 1763, 4 macutas,
1763, 2 macutas (2), both 1762 (G. 11.02, 10.02, 09.01), one 2
macutas fine, others better (4) £280-320

1141 
Angola, D. José, 12 macutas, 1770 (G. 14.03), better than
very fine £280-320

1142  
Angola, D. Maria I and D. Pedro III (1777-86), 6 macu-
tas, 2 macutas 1783 (G. 06.01, 04.01), D.  Maria I, 2 macutas
, 1796 (G. 04.01), good fine to very fine (3) £180-220

1143  
Angola, D.  Maria I (1786-99), 8 macutas, 1789 (G. 07.01),
very fine £180-220



1144  
Angola, D. José- D. Maria, macutas (3), 1763, 1770, 1789
(G. 08.03, 08.04, 03.01), second good very fine, others good
fine; half-macutas (4), 1763, 1770 GUINÆ, 1785, 1789 (G. 07.02,
07.04, 02.01 or 2, 2.01), third only fair, others fine to very fine
(7) £250-300

1145  
Angola, D. José-D. Maria I, quarter-macutas (9), 1762 (2),
1763 (2), both GUINE, 1770 (2) both GUINÆ, 1771, 1789 (2) (G.
06.01, 6.02, 6.05, 6.06, 01.01), generally fine to very fine, 1771
scarce (9) £280-320

1146  
Angola, D. João, Prince Regent (1799-1816), counter-
marked coinage of 1809, 40 réis, 1753, 20 réis, 1749, 10 réis
1753, all countermarked with shield on reverse (G. 09.02,
11.05, 13.01), last good fine, others very fine (3) £180-220

1147  
Angola, D. João, Prince Regent, 2 macutas 1816 over-
struck on macuta 1785, good fine, under type and date clear,
rare £400-500

1148  
Angola, D. João, Prince Regent, macutas (4), all 1814 (G.
03.02), all with usual weaknesses and one lacquered, gener-
ally extremely fine or better; half-macuta, 1814 (G. 01.01, fair;
D. Maria II  (1834-53), half-macutas (3), 1848, 1851, 1853
(G. 01.01, 01.02, 01.03), generally fine; D. Pedro V (1853-
61), macuta, 1860, half-macuta, 1858, (G. 01.01, 02.0), both
with edge bruises very fine (11) £250-300

1149  
Angola, D. João, Prince Regent, half-macuta, 1814 over-
struck on quarter macuta 1785 (cf. G. 02.01), minor fault on
obverse, very fine, undertype clear and rare £250-300

1150  
Angola, Maria II (1834-53), countermark issue of 1837,
macuta, 1785, half-macutas (9), 176 2 (2), 1763 (2), 1770 (3),
1785, 1789, quarter-macutas (2), 1762, 1770, all countermarked
on reverse with crowned shield (G. 05.06, 04. 01, 04.02, 04.03,
4.04, 04.06, 03.01, 03.03), generally fine, countermarks bet-
ter (12) £300-400

1151  
Angola, D. Luis (1861-89), 20 réis 1874, 5 réis (2), 1872,
1874 (G. 03.03, 01.02, 01.04), Republic,  2 macutas 1928, 20
escudos (5), 1952 (2), 1955 (3), escudo, 1972, 50 centavos,
1956, and Prova 50 centavos, 1953 (G. 02.02; 22.01, 22.02,
17.05, 16.03, E6.12), mostly mint state; Mozambique, D.
Maria II,  80 réis, 1840 (G. 03.01), very fine; S. Tomé e
Principe, Prova 10 centavos, 1962 (G. E2.03), virtually mint
state (14) £200-300

1152  
Azores, D. Luis (1861-89), 20 réis and 5 réis both 1866 (G.
03.01, 01.01), both in NGC holders and graded as surface
hairlines AU details, 5 réis, 1880, (G. 01.03) in NGC holder
and gradesdas surface hairlines UNC details; Portuguese
India, D. Luis, 5 réis, 1871  (04.01), in NGC  holder and
graded AU58BN (4) £200-300

1153  
China, Chihli, dollar, year 23 (1897), very fine and scarce

£300-400

1154  
China Republic, dollars (5),  Yan Shi-Kai (4), years  3, 8, 9
and 10, Sun Yat-Sen Commemorative, undated (1927); Yunnan
half-dollars (3), empire  (2)  and Republic, year 21;  Sinkina
half-dollars (2), both  empire; empire 20 cents (2)Hu-Peh and
Kwangtung, 10 cents, Kwangtung; Hong Kong, 10 cents (2),
1897, 1900 and Malaya, Kelantan, gold kupang, 16th -18th

century, kijang type, many very fine (16) £200-300

1155  
France, Normandy, Richard I (943-996), deniers (4)
(Duplessy 17), Strassburg, City, vierer 16th century;
Germany, Schwabische Hall, anonymous hand denar;
Gotland, Visby, anonymous bracteates, circa 1400; Italy,
Genoa, anonymous denars 1139-1339 (2); Reval, Herman
von Brüg Geney, schilling 1537 (H. Cz. 6403); Salzburg,
Leonard von Keutsach (1495-1513), batzen 1511 (Probszt
103), generally very fine (12) £200-300



1156          
Germany, Cologne, Free City, double Dreikönigstaler or
Ursulathaler, undated, circa 1620-32, struck on a flan of dou-
ble thickness, obv., the Magi with arms of Cologne, legend
around divided by three small shields, rev., ship sailing right
with St Ursula, Pope Cyriacus, Aetherius and maidens, 56.67g
(Noss 78), very fine and lightly toned £1,500-2,000

1157  
Germany, thalers  (12), Bavaria (2), 1765,1768, Brunswick
Wolfenbüttel, 1597 (warheits), mounted and gilt; Lubeck,
1752, Nuremberg, 1765, mounted; Prussia (6),all Berlin, 1785,
1794, 1802, 1818, 1861 Coronation, 1871 Victory, Saxony,
Baptism of August 1614, klippe on half-thaler flan, 29.21g, this
mounted, mostly fine; Hildesheim, city, 12 mariengroschen,
1676, Brunswick-Wolfenbüttel, 24 mariengroschen, 1789,
good fine or better; 5 marks (3), 3 marks (4) and 2 marks, gen-
erally very fine or better and minor 18th or 19th century issues
(12), some fine (34) £400-600

1157 
German New Guinea, 5 marks, 1894 A, very fine

£600-800

1159  
Greece, Chios, the Mahona, quarter-gigliato (Lunardi
S12), good fine and rare £200-300

1160 
Greece, Attributed to Lesbos, Mytilene, Gattilusio
Lords, Ae denaro, 14-15th cent., Palaeologan cross, rev., castle
tournois, 0.69g (Schlumberger pl. XVII, 16), very fine for the
issue, very rare £200-250

1161  
Greece, Attributed to Lesbos, Mytilene, Gattilusio
Lords, Ae denaro, 14-15th cent., Palaeologan cross, rev., facing
bust bearing sword, 1.35g (cf. Schumberger pl. XX, 24), fine
and extremely rare £200-300

1162
Hungary, Kremnitz, St. George medallic thaler, St George
with sword above head, rev., ship in stormy sea, 27.88g, has
been mounted at top, otherwise good very fine a rare variety

£500-600

1163  
Hungary, Kremnitz mint, Leopold I (1657-1705), half-
thaler, 1694, very fine; 15 kreuzer, 1677,  6 kreuzer, 1673,both
extremely fine; other Hungarian issues, 16rh-20th century (5)
and a kronenthaler 1797B, last mounted fine or better (9)

£180-220

1164  
India, Sultans of Dehli, Jalal al-din Firuz (689-695h),
silver tanka, Hadrat Dehli 692h (G G D197); ‘Ala al-din
Muhammad (695-715h), silver tankas (4), Dar al-Islam
710h, Hadrat Dehli 710h, 713h, Qila‘ Deogir 714h (G G D225,
D226, D227); Islam Shah (952-960h), Rupees (4), no mint,
954h(3), 959h (G G D980), fine to very fine (9) £100-150

1165    
India, Sultans of Dehli, Islam Shah (952-960h), Rupee,
Qila‘ Raisen 952h, 11.18g (G G D966 RRR), about very fine,
very rare £80-100

1166  
India, Sultans of Bengal, Shams al-din Firuz, 1st reign
(700-716h), silver tanka, Hadrat Bang 702h, 11.00g (G G
B94), very fine and very rare £120-150



1167  
India, Sultans of Bengal, Shams al-din Firuz, 2nd reign
(719-720h), silver tanka, Khitta Laknauti 720h, 11.02g (G G
B98), very fine, scarce £80-100

1168  
India, Sultans of Bengal, Shams al-din Firuz (700-716,
719-720h), silver tankas (11), Khitta Laknauti 712h(2), 714h,
719h (G G B97), mint and/or date not visible (7), fine to very
fine (11) £100-150

1169  
India, Sultans of Bengal, Shihab al-din Bughda (717-
718h), silver tanka, mint and date off flan; Ghiyath al-din
Bahadur (720-724h), silver tankas (6), Khitta Laknauti
720h, 723h, Shahr Laknauti 72xh (G G B108, B109), mint and
date off flan (3); Fakhr al-din Mubarak (734-750h), silver
tankas (2), Hadrat Jalal Sunargaon 747h, 748h (G G B136), fine
to very fine, the first scarce (9) £100-150

1170  
India, Sultans of Bengal, Shams al-din Ilyas (743-
758h), silver tankas (8), al-Balad Firuzabad, 747/9h, 748h,
755h, date unclear (5) (G G B151, B152); Sikandar b. Ilyas
(758-792h), silver tankas (6), Hadrat Firuzabad, date unclear
(2) (G G B181), mint and date unclear (4); ‘Ala al-din Husain
(899-925h), silver tankas (3), Khazana, date off flan,
Fathabad 904h, Husainabad ‘89’ (G G B707, B764, B770), fine
to very fine (17) £150-200

1171  
India, Sultans of Bengal, Sikandar b. Ilyas (758-792h),
silver tanka, Baldat al-Mu‘azzam Mu‘azzamabad, date unclear,
10.81g (G G B194), very fine, rare £80-100

Although the date is unclear, it does not appear to be 786, which is the
only date recorded by Goron & Goenka for this type.

1172  
India, Mughal Empire, Aurangzeb (1068-1118h),
Rupees (7): Itawa 1102h/35(2), 1106h/39, Kanbayat
1103h/25(2), Surat 1106h/36(2); Muhammad Shah (1131-
1161h), Rupee, A‘zimabad 114xh/14, fine to good very fine (8)

£80-100

1173  
India: miscellaneous Indian and other coins in silver (4) and
base metal (35), varied state (39) £80-100

1174 
Italy, Papal States, Clement VIII (1592-1605), testone,
1593, Rome, Papal arms, rev., St Peter seated (Munt. 32a;
Berman 1447), very fine or slightly better £200-250

1175  
Italy, Papal States, Clement VIII, Acquisition of Ferrara
1598, giulio, Rome, Papal  arms, rev., crossed keys, laurel
wreath above  (Munt. 56; Berman 1458), flan slightly irregu-
lar, about very fine and very rare £400-500 

1176  
Portugal D. Felipe II ( 1598-1621), vintém (G. 01.14), in
NGC holder graded AU50 £100-150

1177 
Portugal, D. João IV (1640-56), countermarked coinage
1642,  D. Philipe II, tostão, with obverse  legend reading
PHILPVS in error , counterstamped 120 (G. 115.12), in NGC hold-
er graded AU53 £200-250

1178  
Portugal, D. Maria II (1834-54), 400  reis (2), both 1835
(G. 16.03), both in NGC holders, one graded MS 61, the other
‘excessive surface hairlines, AU details’; D. Carlos (1889-
1908), 500 réis, 1903 (G. 11.17); D. Manuel II (1908-10),
Peninsular War Centenary, 1910 (G.07.01), both in NGC hold-
ers and graded AU58 (4) £200-300

1179    
Russia, Kievan Rus principality, Tmutarakan, temp.
Mstislav, “miliaresion” in imitation of the types of Basil II,
long cross crosslet flanked by busts rev., blundered five line
inscription, 2.03g (Golenko 1), edge clipped, very fine and rare

£600-800

1180 
South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, halfcrown, 1896, in NGC hold-
er graded AU50 £120-150



1181  
Sweden, miscellaneous issues (9), Gustav II Adolf
(1611-32), fyrk, 1627 Arboga (SM 157); Karl XI (1660-97),
2 mark, 1669 (SM 120a), 2 ore 1666 (SM 210), Frederik I
(1720-51), ore, 1740 (SM 173), Gustav III (1771-92), two-
thirds daler 1776 (SM 55), mainly very fine; and Gustav II
Adolf, ore (4), poor to fair (9) £250-300

1182  
Russia, Lazarevsky Institute of Eastern Languages,
Moscow, 1815, bronze prize medal by A.A. Caque, conjoined
bust of Ivan and Ioakim Lazarev, rev., view of approach to the
Lavarevsky Insitiute, Russian and Armenian legends both
sides,  51mm (Diakov 400), good very fine and rare; together
with  coins (3), Germany, Prussia, 5 marks 1907; Mexico,
Carlos IV, 8 reales, 1805 TH, Turkey, Abdul Hamid II, 20
piastres 1293 year 1, very fine or better and a Crimea medal
1854-56, suspension lacking (5) £300-400

1183  
Tunisia, Mahmud II, 2-piastres, Tunis 1245h (KM 93; cf
Pere 856), fine scratches and reverse corrosion, very fine and
scarce £60-80

1184  
U.S.A., dollar 1842, very fine, reverse better £200-300

1185  
U.S.A., trade dollar, 1875 S, extremely fine; with Morgan dol-
lars (2), 1880S, one mint state and with colourful toning, this
in PCGS holder graded MS64, the other also mint state (3)

£200-300

1186 
Miscellaneous World Coins (44), including Iceland,
Althing Millennium 1930, medallic 2 and 10 kronur, extreme-
ly fine; France, écus (3), 1704 mm 9, 1784M, 17851, first
waterworn, others good fine to very fine; Netherlands, lion
daalders  (3), 1576 Holland, 1639 Gelderland, 1641 Zeeland;
other crown-sized (8) and other mainly minor silver issues ,
including Russian wire money (12), and modern copies of a
Russian kopeck 1724 and a Siberian 20 kopecks 1764, many
fine (46) £300-400

1187  
Miscellaneous World Coins (190), including, Spain, 8
maravedis, 1618, Toledo mint, for Oran, three digits of date
partially visible, fine for the issue; Great Britain, halfcrown,
1893, shillings (2), 1897, 1898, extremely fine; double-florin
1887, very fine; George III crowns (2)  1819, date uncertain,
poor to fair; U.S.A., dollars (3), 1881, 1922 (2), very fine or
better; others mainly 19th century, some in silver, mixed
grades, generally poor to fine and banknotes (6) (lot)

£200-300

1188  
Miscellaneous World Coins (245), some in silver,  including
Belgium, 2 francs, 1844, Roman, Nero denarius, rev., Salus,
about fine and London mint follis of Maximian, good fine;
Ceylon, 10 cents 1892, Congo Free State, 10, 5, 2 and 1 cent,
all 1888 (the 5 cent over 7), Japan, 50 sen, Meiji 3, Mombasa,
2 annas, 1890, pice, 1888 Calcutta, Netherlands, 10 cents,
1897, North Borneo, cents (2), 1890, 1891, half-cent, 1891,
Norway, krone, 1892, 50 ore, 1893, U.S.A., 5 cents, 1889,
extremely fine or better; gold coins (2), Finland, 10 markkaa,
1882, pierced, France, 5 francs, 1859 A, good fine, others
mainly mixed lower grades, offered with typed inventory (lot)

£600-800

BANKNOTES

1189  
Great Britain, Treasury, Warren Fisher Second Issue, £1,
prefix K1/25 (D. T3), pressed, very fine, appearance better;
with Bank of England, Beale 10/- (2), O’Brien Britannia type
10/- and portrait type replacement £1 (prefix M65), fine to
extremely fine  (5) £200-250

1190  
Great Britain, Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, Britannia
type £1 (50), a consecutive run of fifty notes in series prefix
N47K (D. B273), the very top note with pencil annotation mark
‘50’ and very lightly marked, others all uncirculated, and
attractive original group  (50) £400-600

1191  
Angola, 1972 Issue, set of 5 specimen banknotes, all
stamped SPECIMEN in red ink both sides, comprising 20 and 50
escudos AN00000, 100 escudos AN00000, 500 escudos
BL00000 and 1000 escudos AC00000 (P99S-103S), uncircu-
lated  (5) £250-300

1192  
Qatar & Dubai, Currency Board, 1 riyal, 1960s undated issue
(Pick 1), good extremely fine £200-250

END OF SALE



 



Conditions of Business for Buyers
 
 
1. Introduction 
(a) The contractual relationship of Morton & 
Eden Ltd. and Sellers with prospective Buyers 
is governed by:- 
(i) these Conditions of Business for Buyers; 
(ii) the Conditions of Business for Sellers 
displayed in the saleroom and available from 
Morton & Eden Ltd ;  
(iii) Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity 
Guarantee; 
(iv) any additional notices and terms printed in 
the sale catalogue, in each case as amended by 
any saleroom notice or auctioneer's 
announcement. 
 
(b) As auctioneer, Morton & Eden Ltd. acts as 
agent for the Seller. Occasionally, Morton & 
Eden Ltd. may own or have a financial interest 
in a lot.  
 
2. Definitions  
"Bidder" is any person making, attempting 
or considering making a bid, including 
Buyers; 
"Buyer" is the person who makes the highest 
bid or offer accepted by the auctioneer, 
including a Buyer’s principal when bidding 
as agent; 
"Seller" is the person offering a lot for sale, 
including their agent, or executors; 
“M&E” means Morton & Eden Ltd., 
auctioneers, Nash House, St George Street, 
London W1S 2FQ, company number 4198353. 
"Buyer’s Expenses" are any costs or 
expenses due to Morton & Eden Ltd. from 
the Buyer;  
"Buyer’s Premium" is the commission 
payable by the Buyer on the Hammer Price 
at the rates set out in the Important 
Information for Buyers; 
"Hammer Price" is the highest bid for the 
Property accepted by the auctioneer at the 
auction or the post auction sale price; 
"Purchase Price" is the Hammer Price plus 
applicable Buyer’s Premium and Buyer’s 
Expenses; 
"Reserve Price" (where applicable) is the 
minimum Hammer Price at which the Seller 
has agreed to sell a lot. 
 
The Buyer’s Premium, Buyer’s Expenses 
and Hammer Price are subject to VAT, 
where applicable. 
 
3. Examination of Lots  
(a) M&E’s knowledge of lots is partly 
dependent on information provided by the 
Seller and M&E is unable to exercise 
exhaustive due diligence on each lot. Each lot 
is available for examination before sale. 
Bidders are responsible for carrying out 
examinations and research before sale to 
satisfy themselves over the condition of lots 
and accuracy of descriptions.   
 
(b) All oral and/or written information 
provided to Bidders relating to lots, including 
descriptions in the catalogue, condition reports 
or elsewhere are statements of M&E’s opinion 
and not representations of fact. Estimates may 
not be relied on as a prediction of the selling 
price or value of the lot and may be revised 
from time to time at M&E’s absolute 
discretion. 
 

 
 
4. Exclusions and limitations of liability 
to Buyers 
(a) M&E shall refund the Purchase Price to  
the Buyer in circumstances where it deems 
that the lot is a Counterfeit, subject to the 
terms of M&E’s Authenticity Guarantee. 
 
(b) Subject to Condition  4(a), neither M&E 
nor the Seller:- 
(i) is liable for any errors or omissions in any 
oral or written information provided to 
Bidders by M&E, whether negligent or 
otherwise; 
(ii) gives any guarantee or warranty to Bidders 
and any implied warranties and conditions are 
excluded (save in so far as such obligations 
cannot be excluded by English law), other than 
the express warranties given by the Seller to 
the Buyer (for which the Seller is solely 
responsible) under the Conditions of Business 
for Sellers; 
(iii) accepts responsibility to Bidders for acts 
or omissions (whether negligent or otherwise) 
by M&E in connection with the conduct of 
auctions or for any matter relating to the sale 
of any lot. 
 
(c) Without prejudice to Condition 4(b), any 
claim against M&E and/ or the Seller by a 
Bidder is limited to the Purchase Price for the 
relevant lot. Neither M&E nor the Seller shall 
be liable for any indirect or consequential 
losses. 
 
(d) Nothing in Condition 4 shall exclude or 
limit the liability of M&E or the Seller for 
death or personal injury caused by the 
negligent acts or omissions of M&E or the 
Seller. 
 
5. Bidding at Auction 
(a) M&E has absolute discretion to refuse 
admission to the auction. Before sale, 
Bidders must complete a Registration Form 
and supply such information and references 
as M&E requires. Bidders are personally 
liable for their bid and are jointly and 
severally liable with their principal, if 
bidding as agent (in which case M&E’s prior 
and express consent must be obtained).  
 
(b) M&E advises Bidders to attend the 
auction, but M&E will endeavour to execute 
absentee written bids provided that they are, 
in M&E’s opinion, received in sufficient 
time and in legible form. 
(c) When available, written and telephone 
bidding is offered as a free service at the 
Bidder’s risk and subject to M&E’s other 
commitments; M&E is therefore not liable 
for failure to execute such bids. Telephone 
bidding may be recorded.  
 
6. Import, Export and Copyright 
Restrictions 
M&E and the Seller make no representations 
or warranties as to whether any lot is subject 
to import, export or copyright restrictions. It 
is the Buyer's sole responsibility to obtain 
any copyright clearance or any necessary 
import, export or other licence required by 
law, including licenses required under the 
Convention on the International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES).  
 

 
 
7. Conduct of the Auction 
(a) The auctioneer has discretion to refuse 
bids, withdraw or re-offer lots for sale 
(including after the fall of the hammer) if 
(s)he believes that there may be an error or 
dispute, and may also take such other action 
as (s)he reasonably deems necessary. 
 
(b) The auctioneer will commence and 
advance the bidding in such increments as  
(s)he considers appropriate and is entitled to 
place bids on the Seller’s behalf up to the 
Reserve Price for the lot, where applicable.  
 
(c) Subject to Condition 7(a), the contract 
between the Buyer and the Seller is 
concluded on the striking of the auctioneer's 
hammer. 
 
(d) Any post-auction sale of lots shall 
incorporate these Conditions of Business. 
 
8. Payment and Collection 
 
(a) Unless otherwise agreed in advance, 
payment of the Purchase Price is due in 
pounds sterling immediately after the auction 
(the "Payment Date").  
 
(b) Title in a lot will not pass to the Buyer 
until M&E has received the Purchase Price in 
cleared funds. M&E will generally not 
release a lot to a Buyer before payment. 
Earlier release shall not affect passing of title 
or the Buyer's obligation to pay the Purchase 
Price, as above. 
 
(c) The refusal of any licence or permit 
required by law, as outlined in Condition 6, 
shall not affect the Buyer’s obligation to pay 
for the lot, as per Condition 8(a). 
 
(d) The Buyer must arrange collection of lots 
within 10 working days of the auction.  
Purchased lots are at the Buyer's risk from 
the earlier of (i) collection or (ii) 10 working 
days after the auction.  Until risk passes, 
M&E will compensate the Buyer for any loss 
or damage to the lot up to a maximum of the 
Purchase Price actually paid by the Buyer. 
M&E’s assumption of risk is subject to the 
exclusions detailed in Condition 5(d) of the 
Conditions of Business for Sellers.  
 
(e) All packing and handling of lots is at the 
Buyer's risk. M&E will not be liable for any 
acts or omissions of third party packers or 
shippers. 
 
9. Remedies for non-payment 
Without prejudice to any rights that the 
Seller may have, if the Buyer without prior 
agreement fails to make payment for the lot 
within 5 working days of the auction, M&E 
may in its sole discretion exercise 1 or more 
of the following remedies:-  
 
(a) store the lot at its premises or elsewhere 
at the Buyer’s sole risk and expense; 
 
(b) cancel the sale of the lot; 
 
(c) set off any amounts owed to the Buyer by 
M&E against any amounts owed to M&E by 
the Buyer for the lot;  
 
 
 
 



(d) reject future bids from the Buyer;  
 
(e) charge interest at 8% per annum above 
Lloyds TSB Bank plc Base Rate from the  
Payment Date to the date that the Purchase 
Price is received in cleared funds; 
 
(f) re-sell the lot by auction or privately, with 
estimates and reserves at M&E’s discretion, 
in which case the Buyer will be liable for any 
shortfall between the original Purchase Price 
and the amount achieved on re-sale, 
including all costs incurred in such re-sale; 
 
(g) Exercise a lien over any Buyer’s Property 
in M&E’s possession, applying the sale 
proceeds to any amounts owed by the Buyer 
to M&E. M&E shall give the Buyer 14 days 
written notice before exercising such lien; 
 
(h) commence legal proceedings to recover 
the Purchase Price for the lot, plus interest 
and legal costs;  
 
(i) disclose the Buyer’s details to the Seller 
to enable the Seller to commence legal 
proceedings. 

10. Failure to collect purchases 
(a) If the Buyer pays the Purchase Price but 
does not collect the lot within 20 working  
days of the auction, the lot will be stored at  
the Buyer's expense and risk at M&E’s 
premises or in independent storage. 
 
(b) If a lot is paid for but uncollected within  
6 months of the auction, following 60 days 
written notice to the Buyer, M&E will re-sell 
the lot by auction or privately, with estimates 
and reserves at M&E’s discretion. The sale 
proceeds, less all M&E’s costs, will be 
forfeited unless collected by the Buyer 
within 2 years of the original auction.  
 
11. Data Protection 
(a) M&E will use information supplied by 
Bidders or otherwise obtained lawfully by 
M&E for the provision of auction related 
services, client administration, marketing and 
as otherwise required by law.  
 
(b) By agreeing to these Conditions of 
Business, the Bidder agrees to the processing 
of their personal information and to the 
disclosure of such information to third 
 

parties world-wide for the purposes outlined in 
Condition 11(a) and to Sellers as per 
Condition 9(i).   
 
 

12. Miscellaneous 
(a) All images of lots, catalogue descriptions 
and all other materials produced by M&E are 
the copyright of M&E.  
 
(b) These Conditions of Business are not 
assignable by any Buyer without M&E’s 
prior written consent, but are binding on 
Bidders' successors, assigns and 
representatives.   
 
(c) The materials listed in Condition 1(a) set 
out the entire agreement between the parties. 
 
(d) If any part of these Conditions of Business 
be held unenforceable, the remaining parts 
shall remain in full force and effect. 
 
(e) These Conditions of Business shall be 
interpreted in accordance with English Law, 
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
English Courts, in favour of M&E.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Morton & Eden Ltd.’s Authenticity Guarantee
 
 
If Morton & Eden Ltd. sells an item of 
Property which is later shown to be a 
“Counterfeit”, subject to the terms below 
Morton & Eden Ltd. will rescind the sale and 
refund the Buyer the total amount paid by 
the Buyer to Morton & Eden Ltd. for that 
Property, up to a maximum of the Purchase 
Price.  
 
The Guarantee lasts for two (2) years after 
the date of the relevant auction, is for the 
benefit of the Buyer only and is non-
transferable.  
 
“Counterfeit” means an item of Property 
that in Morton & Eden Ltd.’s reasonable 
opinion is an imitation created with the intent 
to deceive over the authorship, origin, date, 
age, period, culture or source, where the 
correct description of such matters is not 
included in the catalogue description for the 
Property.  
Property shall not be considered Counterfeit 
solely because of any damage and/or 
restoration and/or modification work 
(including, but not limited to, traces of 
mounting, tooling or repatinating). 
Please note that this Guarantee does not apply 
if either:- 

 
 
(i) the catalogue description was in 
accordance with the generally accepted 
opinions of scholars and experts at the date of 
the sale, or the catalogue description indicated 
that there was a conflict of such opinions; or  
 
(ii) the only method of establishing at the date 
of the sale that the item was a Counterfeit 
would have been by means of processes not 
then generally available or accepted, 
unreasonably expensive or impractical; or 
likely to have caused damage to or loss in 
value to the Property (in Morton & Eden 
Ltd.’s reasonable opinion); or 
 
(iii) there has been no material loss in value of 
the Property from its value had it accorded 
with its catalogue description. 
 
To claim under this Guarantee, the Buyer 
must:- 
 
(i) notify Morton & Eden Ltd. in writing 
within one (1) month of receiving any 
information that causes the Buyer to  
question the authenticity or attribution of the  
Property, specifying the lot number,  

 
 
date of the auction at which it was 
purchased and the reasons why it is believed to 
be Counterfeit; and 
 
(ii) return the Property to Morton  
& Eden Ltd. in the same condition as at the 
date of sale and be able to transfer good title in 
the Property, free from any third party claims 
arising after the date of the sale.  
 
Morton & Eden Ltd. has discretion to waive 
any of the above requirements.  Morton & 
Eden Ltd. may require the Buyer to obtain at 
the Buyer's cost the reports of two 
independent and recognised experts in the 
relevant field and acceptable to Morton & 
Eden Ltd. Morton & Eden Ltd. shall not be 
bound by any reports produced by the Buyer, 
and reserves the right to seek additional 
expert advice at its own expense.  In the 
event Morton & Eden Ltd. decides to rescind 
the sale under this Guarantee, it may refund 
to the Buyer the reasonable costs of up to 
two mutually approved independent expert 
reports, provided always that the costs of 
such reports have been approved in advance 
and in writing by Morton & Eden Ltd. 
 

 



 



  ABSENTEE BID FORM 
 (please print clearly or type) 
 
Sale Title: 
Coins and Historical Medals 
 
 
Date: 
2 December 2016 
 
 
Please mail or fax to: 
Morton & Eden Ltd. 
Nash House 
St George Street 
London W1S 2FQ 
Fax:  +44 (0)20 7495 6325 
 
 
Important 
Please bid on my behalf at the above sale for 
the following Lot(s) up to the hammer price(s) 
mentioned below.  These bids are to be 
executed as cheaply as is permitted by other 
bids or reserves and in an amount up to but not 
exceeding the specified amount.  The 
auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by 
placing a bid on behalf of the seller.  The 
auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the 
seller up to the amount of the reserve by 
placing responsive or consecutive bids for a lot. 
 
I agree to be bound by Morton & Eden’s 
Conditions of Business.  If any bid is successful, I 
agree to pay a buyer’s premium on the hammer 
price at the rate stated in the front of the 
catalogue and any VAT, or amounts in lieu of 
VAT, which may be due on the buyer’s premium 
and the hammer price. 
 
 
Payment Instructions: 
 
Sterling Cash 
Subject to statutory limits 
 
Cheque or Banker’s Draft 
Drawn on a recognised UK bank. 
Foreign cheques will not be accepted. 
 
Credit/Debit Card 
All credit and non-UK debit card payments are 
subject to a surcharge of 2%.   
 
Bank Transfer  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name   

Address  

  

 Postcode 

Telephone/Home Business 

Fax VAT No. 

Email  

Signed Date 

  

Card type (Visa, Mastercard, Debit)  

Card Number  

Cardholder Name  

Expiry Date                                                              Issue No. (debit cards only)                    

Security Code (last 3 digits on back of card)  

Billing Address (if different from above)  

  
Cardholder Signature (By signing this you are 
authorising payment for this sale)  

 

If you wish Morton & Eden to ship your purchases, please tick    
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